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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A

s demonstrated during the March 2011 severe nuclear accident in Fukushima, Japan,
accumulation and subsequent detonation of hydrogen gas produced by an overheated
nuclear core reacting with steam can breach a reactor’s containment structures and
result in widespread radioactive contamination.1 The gas is initially generated by the rapid
oxidation of the zirconium alloy tubes (“fuel cladding”) that surround the low-enriched
uranium fuel pellets in commercial power reactors (Figure 1).

When the fuel cladding enters a certain temperature range
well above its typical operating temperature, the zirconiumsteam reaction becomes “autocatalytic,” meaning that it
propagates via self-heating from the chemical reaction itself.
This produces large quantities of hydrogen in a brief period.
This intense reaction also causes the fuel cladding to erode
and breach, which releases harmful levels of radionuclides
into the reactor vessel. The fuel cladding is the first line of
defense among multiple barriers—the reactor vessel, a steel
and/or reinforced concrete “containment,” and a further,
secondary containment in some designs2—that are intended
to prevent release to the environment of the biologically
hazardous radionuclides produced by nuclear fission (see
Figure 2). In some accident scenarios, over-pressurization
of the reactor vessel can be exacerbated by the buildup
of hydrogen from the zirconium-steam reaction, causing
seals at the multiple penetrations of the vessel required for
reactor monitoring and control to leak hydrogen into the
containment.
Figure 1: Structure of a Uranium Fuel Assembly

Source: NRC

To protect the integrity of the reactor’s cooling system,
pressure relief valves are designed to open automatically,
resulting in discharge of radioactively contaminated steam
and hydrogen gas into the containment. In older boiling

water reactor (BWR) designs, this discharge is initially into
the “pressure suppression pool” or “wetwell” portion of the
primary containment.3
In the March 2011 Fukushima Daiichi accident—in
which the cores of three GE-designed boiling water reactors
lost all cooling and melted down—hydrogen leaked from
the primary containments into the reactor buildings.
The hydrogen accumulated in the reactor buildings and
detonated, causing large releases of harmful radionuclides
that contaminated a wide area and prompted the evacuation
of some 90,000 people. A smaller hydrogen explosion also
occurred in the March 1979 Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI‑2)
accident—a partial core meltdown of a pressurized water
reactor (PWR)—that did not breach the containment.
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has a
checkered history when it comes to requiring measures that
would effectively reduce the risk of hydrogen explosions
in the event of a severe accident at a U.S. nuclear power
plant. This regulatory lapse is rooted in the history of the
development of commercial nuclear power in the United
States, when the NRC’s predecessor agency, the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC), had a dual mandate: both to
promote and to regulate commercial nuclear power.
As a consequence of this internal conflict of interest,
rather than consult independent scientific and technical
institutions, the AEC entrusted two companies that designed
nuclear reactors—Westinghouse and General Electric (GE)—
with the mission of demonstrating that in a large-pipe-break
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), the emergency core-cooling
systems for their respective reactor designs would in fact
prevent overheating of the core, and hence prevent the
generation of large quantities of explosive hydrogen gas.
In response to the TMI-2 partial meltdown in 1979, the
NRC revised its regulations regarding the control of hydrogen
in an effort to help prevent hydrogen explosions in severe
nuclear accidents. In 1981, the NRC issued a requirement that
GE-BWRs with the small-volume Mark I and somewhat larger
Mark II containments operate with their atmospheres inerted
with nitrogen, to minimize the risk of hydrogen combustion.
In 1985, the NRC required installation of hydrogen igniters—
systems to burn off leaked hydrogen before it accumulates
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Figure 2: Cutaway View of a GE Mark I Boiling Water Reactor (BWR)
This is the design that exploded at Fukushima Daiichi, Japan, in March 2011.
Twenty-two units of this design are still operational in the U.S.
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Source: NRC Reactor Concepts Manual, Rev. 0200

to explosive concentrations—in pressurized water reactor
(PWR) “ice condenser” containments and GE-BWR Mark III
containments.
By contrast, after Fukushima Daiichi’s three devastating
hydrogen explosions, the NRC decided to relegate
investigating severe accident hydrogen safety issues to
the lowest-priority and least proactive stage (Tier 3) of its
post–Fukushima Daiichi accident response. Hence, beyond
ensuring reliable containment pressure relief vents are added
to obsolescent Fukushima-type reactors, it could take many

years, or even decades, before the U.S. nuclear industry
implements further hydrogen control measures.
Multiple technical pathways exist for minimizing the
risk of hydrogen explosions in severe nuclear accidents.
However, in the aftermath of the Fukushima Daiichi accident,
the NRC has merely declared that severe nuclear accidents
are vanishingly rare events that can be either prevented or
sharply limited in scope, thereby avoiding any significant
buildup of hydrogen and attendant explosion risk. The reality,
however, is that merely waving a rhetorical magic wand over
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Figure 3: Cutaway View of a GE Mark II BWR with Unified Concrete Drywell/Wetwell Primary Containment Design
This design is deployed at Limerick Units 1 and 2, Susquehanna 1 and 2, and Nine Mile Point 2.
The primary containment volume is only slightly larger than that of the Mark I.
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Source: Containment Integrity Research at Sandia National Laboratories - An Overview, NUREG/CR-6906
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the problem of hydrogen explosion risk flies in the face
of a number of unresolved safety issues, including:
n e
 xperimental

evidence that current reactor computer
safety models do not accurately predict the onset of rapid
hydrogen generation in severe nuclear accidents, and that
they under-predict the rates of hydrogen generation that
occur in such accidents;

n a
 n

aging fleet of U.S. reactors that will increasingly operate
beyond the 40-year term of their initial licenses while
facing severe competitive pressures from other electricity
generation technologies, creating a perilous tradeoff
between economic viability and public safety;

n t he

compromised ability of 40-year old containments to
prevent hydrogen leakage (for example, at the seals of
pipe and cable penetrations) under the elevated-pressure
conditions that are expected to occur in severe accidents;

n t he

apparent willingness of the NRC to accede to licensee
requests to relax and defer requirements for periodic
containment pressurization and leak rate testing; and

n t he

lack of technical readiness of U.S. power reactor
owners to detect and control dangerous concentrations
of hydrogen in all the places where it could migrate and
explode in a nuclear power plant.

We conclude that the NRC is failing to meet the statutory
standard of “adequate protection” of the public against the
hazard of hydrogen explosions in a severe reactor accident.
Our reasons are summarized below and set forth in more
detail in the body of this report.
1.	NRC computer safety models underpredict the rates of
hydrogen generation that have occurred in experiments
simulating severe nuclear accidents.
Reports from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (1997), the
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (2001), and the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) (2011) support the conclusion
that current computer safety models underpredict the rates
of hydrogen generation that may occur in severe accidents
when zirconium fuel cladding and other core components
react with steam, especially during a re-flooding of an
overheated reactor core. Unfortunately, the NRC’s 2011
Recommendations for Enhancing Reactor Safety in the 21st
Century: Near-Term Task Force Review of Insights from the
Fukushima Daiichi Accident and subsequent Fukushima
safety review documents do not discuss the fact that the
NRC’s computer safety models—such as the widely used
MELCOR code developed by Sandia National Laboratories—
underpredict the hydrogen generation rates that occur in
severe accidents. By overlooking the deficiencies of computer
safety models, the NRC undermines its own philosophy
of defense-in-depth, which requires the application of
conservative models. When hydrogen generation rates are
underpredicted, hydrogen mitigation systems are not likely
to be designed so that they can handle the hydrogen gas
generation rates that would occur in actual severe accidents.

2.	BWR Mark I and Mark II primary containments
are especially vulnerable to overpressurization and
hydrogen leaks.
In 1972, the chief nuclear safety analyst for the AEC
recommended discouraging further use of the type
of primary containments used in the GE-BWR Mark I
and Mark II designs, claiming they were susceptible to
overpressurization. One reason these containments are
vulnerable is that their volumes are relatively small: typically
about one-ninth and one-sixth the volume, respectively,
of PWR large dry containments. In September 1989, the
NRC publicly acknowledged that BWR Mark I primary
containments might not be able to withstand the internal gas
pressures that would build up in severe accidents. However,
at the time, the NRC merely issued guidance that was not
legally binding, recommending that owners of BWR Mark I
designs “on their own initiative” install a “hardened vent” to
the external environment for each reactor unit’s doughnutshaped wetwell—to reduce the internal gas pressure and
remove decay heat in the event of a severe accident.
In the United States, the vents currently installed in each
BWR Mark I wetwell (see Figure 1) do not have a standardized
design, are not outfitted with high-capacity filters to prevent
the release of harmful radionuclides in accidents, are not
subject to NRC inspection for proper maintenance and
continuing operability, and do not have an independent train
of backup power sources to help ensure remote operation
during a station blackout (i.e., a total loss of both gridconnected and backup alternating current power at a nuclear
power plant).
As overall leak-rate tests demonstrate, GE-BWR Mark
I and Mark II primary containments are not designed to
prevent hydrogen leakage in accidents. These tests are legally
required at U.S. nuclear power plants for determining how
much radiation would be released from the containment
in a “design-basis accident” (i.e., an anticipated accident in
which, by design, a core melt would be prevented). In overall
leak rate tests—conducted below their nominal design
pressures—BWR Mark I and Mark II primary containments
have been shown to leak hundreds of pounds of air per
day. For example, in 1999, tests conducted at Nine Mile
Point Unit 1 (a BWR Mark I) and at Limerick Unit 2 (a BWR
Mark II) found that overall leakage rates at both units
exceeded 350 pounds of air per day, an amount that is less
than the maximum allowed leak rates. This means that in a
severe accident, even if there were no damage to a primary
containment, hydrogen would leak into the secondary
containment (reactor building). Leak rates would increase
as the internal pressure increased, and they would become
even greater if the seals at the various piping and cable
penetrations were damaged. (Typical BWR containments
have 175 penetrations, almost twice as many as typical PWR
containments.)
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Figure 4: Internet Images of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station from the Ocean Side
Before and After the March 2011 Tsunami and Hydrogen Explosions Destroyed (from Right) Units 1, 3, and 4
A plume is visible coming from a blown-out shield building panel in the side of the Unit 2 reactor, which, while still intact,
also experienced a core melt.
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3.	GE-BWR Mark I and II containments perform poorly in
leak rate tests, yet the NRC is planning to further relax
requirements for leak rate testing.
BWR Mark I primary containments have failed a number of
overall leak rate tests; for example, Oyster Creek—the oldest
operating commercial reactor in the United States, which is
considered to be quite similar to Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1—
has failed at least five tests. In one test, Oyster Creek’s primary
containment leaked at a rate 18 times greater than its design
leak rate; if this test was conducted at the same pressure
as subsequent Oyster Creek tests, which seems likely, the
primary containment leaked more than 6800 pounds of
air per day. Such results raise the questions: What were
the observed pre-accident leak rates—below design
pressure—of the three primary containments that leaked
hydrogen at Fukushima Daiichi? Could there have been
excessive hydrogen leakage at one or more of the primary
containments, without it becoming overpressurized?
Since the Fukushima Daiichi accident, the problem of
hydrogen leakage from primary containments has still not
been adequately addressed. Mark II primary containments
must also be assessed as likely to incur hydrogen leaks
in severe accidents. Nevertheless, the NRC is currently
preparing to extend the intervals at which overall and local
leak rate tests must be conducted to once every 15 years
(from the current 10 years) and once every 75 months (from
the current five years), respectively. This will only further
decrease the safety margin of BWR Mark I and Mark II
designs. In its safety analyses to assess extending the test
intervals, the NRC overlooked the fact that BWR Mark I and
Mark II primary containments are particularly vulnerable to
hydrogen leakage.
In a severe accident, BWR Mark I primary containments
that leak excessively in tests conducted below their design
pressure would leak dangerous quantities of explosive
hydrogen gas into secondary containments; however,
the NRC does not seem concerned about these excessive
leakage rates. A 1995 NRC report, NUREG-1493, concluded
that “increasing allowable leakage rates by 10 to 100 times
results in a marginal risk increase, while reducing costs
by about 10 percent” [emphasis added]. And a 1990 NRC
report, NUREG-1150, concluded that even if there is leakage
equivalent to 100 percent of the contained gas volume per
day, “the calculated individual latent cancer fatality risk
is below the NRC’s safety goal.” But this safety goal clearly
would not be achieved if leaking hydrogen were to detonate
in the reactor buildings, as it did at Fukushima Daiichi.
In March 2013, the NRC asserted that “[s]ensitivity
analyses in NUREG-1493 and other studies show that light
water reactor accident risk is relatively insensitive to the
containment leakage rate because the risk is dominated
by accident sequences that result in failure or bypass of
containment” [emphasis added]. In reality, the progression
of the Fukushima Daiichi accident was indeed affected by
the leakage of hydrogen gas. The evidence suggests that Unit
3’s primary containment did not fail before hydrogen leaked
into the Unit 3 reactor building and detonated. The internal
pressure of Unit 3’s primary containment actually increased
after the hydrogen explosion occurred.

In a nuclear power plant accident, a mixture of
hydrogen, nitrogen, and steam could leak from the primary
containment; as internal pressures increase and the accident
progresses, the concentration of hydrogen in the leaking
mixture would increase. If there were no damage to the
primary containment, the quantity of hydrogen that leaked
(by weight) would be relatively small, because hydrogen is
about one-fourteenth as dense as air. However, a secondary
containment could be breached if, for example, only 20 to 40
pounds of hydrogen were to leak into it, accumulate locally,
and explode.
4. Large-volume PWR dry containments, made of
reinforced concrete with a steel liner, are a prominent
safety feature of many U.S. nuclear power plants;
however, they are not necessarily invulnerable to the
effects of hydrogen explosions.
The NRC mistakenly claims that the large containment
volumes of most PWRs—a reactor design found in about
two-thirds of the U.S. nuclear fleet—would keep the
pressure spikes from potential hydrogen explosions within
their design pressures. But this claim is predicated on an
uncertain and therefore misplaced assumption that hydrogen
combustion would occur in the form of a “deflagration,” a
combustion wave traveling at a subsonic speed relative to the
unburned gas.
However, when local hydrogen concentrations are
greater than about 10 percent by volume, it is possible for a
deflagration to transition into a “detonation,” a combustion
wave traveling at a supersonic speed relative to the unburned
gas. Unfortunately, in a severe accident, a hydrogen
detonation could occur within a PWR large dry containment
if there were elevated local hydrogen concentrations,
especially in the presence of carbon monoxide and high
temperatures; this could cause internal pressure spikes to
exceed twice the containment’s design pressure.
Furthermore, a local hydrogen explosion occurring inside
the containment could propel debris, such as concrete blocks
from internal walls, into the containment structure at high
velocities. The impact of such internally generated missiles
could damage essential safety systems and severely crack a
PWR’s containment.
According to a 2011 IAEA report on the mitigation of
hydrogen hazards in severe nuclear accidents, “no analysis
ever has been made on the damage potential of flying objects
generated in an explosion” of hydrogen. Yet we know from
the Fukushima Daiichi accident that debris propelled from
hydrogen detonations caused extensive damage to backup
emergency power supplies and hoses that were intended
to inject seawater into overheated reactors. Some of the
debris dispersed around the site by explosions was highly
radioactive, exposing personnel to higher dose rates and
setting back their efforts to control the accident.
As nuclear safety expert David Lochbaum has noted,
“During design basis accidents, the response of operators
and workers is primarily passive—verifying that automatic
equipment actions have occurred. In essence, workers are
observers during design basis accidents. During severe
accidents, workers get off the bench and into the game.
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The keystone of [the U.S. nuclear] industry’s response to
Fukushima is ‘FLEX,’ an array of portable components
moved into place by workers. Inadequate hydrogen control
during a severe accident would seem to render FLEX
virtually useless.”4
5.	In the presence of the quantities of hydrogen
generated in severe accidents, untimely ignitions from
currently installed devices for controlling the buildup of
hydrogen inside some U.S. nuclear reactor containments
could cause hydrogen detonations.
Hydrogen “recombiners” are devices that eliminate hydrogen
by combining it with oxygen, a reaction that produces steam
and heat. There are two types of hydrogen recombiners:
passive autocatalytic recombiners (PARs), which operate
without electric power, utilizing catalytic surfaces to facilitate
the combining of hydrogen and oxygen molecules; and
thermal recombiners, which are electrically powered.
In September 2003, the NRC rescinded its requirement
that most types of PWRs operate with hydrogen recombiners
installed in their containments, because it decided that the
quantity of hydrogen that would be released in design-basis
accidents is not risk-significant. Indian Point on the Hudson
River near New York City is the only nuclear power plant in
the United States that currently operates with PARs. The new
Westinghouse AP1000 design, under construction in Georgia,
South Carolina, and China, is intended to operate with only
two PARs installed in its containment. The hydrogen removal
capacity of a single recombiner unit is only several grams per
second whereas hydrogen generation in a severe accident
could range from 100 to 5,000 grams per second.
If a PWR still operates with hydrogen recombiners, there
are typically only two units installed in its containment, their
mission being to reduce the quantity of hydrogen generated
in a design basis accident. By contrast, European PWR
containments typically have 30 to 60 such devices installed,
with the mission of reducing the quantity of hydrogen
generated in a severe accident.
Clearly, just two recombiners would not be capable of
eliminating, in timely fashion, the quantity of hydrogen
generated in a severe accident. But this is not their only
limitation. When hydrogen recombiners are exposed to
the elevated hydrogen concentrations that occur in severe
accidents, they have a tendency to malfunction and incur
ignitions, which could cause a hydrogen detonation that
compromised the containment. Hence, it seems that
maintaining the token capacity of two recombiners actually
presents a net safety hazard. This is especially a problem
with PARs, which operators would not be able to deactivate;
at least electrically powered thermal recombiners could be
switched off when a hydrogen concentration reached a level
at which the recombiner could incur ignitions.
The NRC requires that hydrogen igniters be installed in
reactor containments that are neither inerted nor designed to
withstand high internal pressures—PWR ice condenser and
BWR Mark III containments. Igniters are intended to burn off

hydrogen as it is generated in an accident, before it can reach
concentrations at which combustion would threaten the
integrity of the less sturdy containment. In a severe accident,
to safely actuate hydrogen igniters, operators would need
to know the local concentration of hydrogen in the vicinity
of each igniter; if igniters were actuated too late—after local
detonable concentrations of hydrogen built up—they could
actually cause a hydrogen detonation that breached the
containment.
6. The NRC has insufficient requirements for monitoring
the quantities of hydrogen generated in severe accidents.
NRC rules state that in nuclear accidents, hydrogen
monitors must begin to function within 90 minutes of the
emergency injection of coolant water into the reactor vessel.
Ninety minutes could be too late in a fast-moving accident
scenario. In 2003, the NRC took the odd step of reclassifying
both hydrogen and oxygen monitors (required for BWR
primary containments that operate with nitrogen-inerted
atmospheres) as non-safety-related equipment, meaning that
the equipment does not need to have redundancy, seismic
resistance, or an independent train of onsite standby power.
Furthermore, GE-BWR Mark I and Mark II designs operate
with hydrogen monitors installed only in their inerted
primary containments, not in their reactor buildings. In the
Fukushima Daiichi accident, hydrogen from three nuclear
units leaked into these buildings and exploded.
7. Operators of PWRs lack a sufficient capability to
monitor the onset and progression of core degradation
in the event of an accident.
This insufficient capability limits operator knowledge of
when to transition from emergency operating procedures
(EOPs)—intended to prevent core damage—to severe
accident management guidelines (SAMGs)—intended
to stabilize a damaged reactor core with auxiliary ad-hoc
cooling measures while preventing significant off-site
releases of radionuclide contamination. The operating
measures appropriate to preventing core damage early in
an accident are obviously not the same as those intended to
contain the consequences of core damage that has already
occurred while forestalling further compounding events,
such as hydrogen explosions, that could result in a significant
loss of containment. Not knowing which regime one is
operating in could have severe consequences.
In PWRs, core-exit thermocouples—temperature
measuring devices—are the primary equipment that would
be used to detect inadequate core-cooling and to signal
the point at which operators should transition from EOPs
to SAMGs. However, data from experiments demonstrate
that core-exit temperature measurements are neither an
accurate nor a timely indicator of maximum fuel-cladding
temperatures in the core, and hence an unreliable indicator
of the likelihood of significant hydrogen production. In the
most realistic severe accident experiment ever conducted—
in which an actual reactor core was heated with decay heat
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before melting down—core-exit temperatures were measured
at approximately 800°F when maximum in-core fuel-cladding
temperatures exceeded 3300°F.
In a severe accident, plant operators are supposed to
implement SAMGs before the onset of the rapid zirconiumsteam reaction, which leads to thermal runaway in
the reactor core. Clearly, using core-exit thermocouple
measurements in order to detect inadequate core cooling
or uncovering of the core is neither reliable nor safe. For
example, PWR operators could end up re-flooding an
overheated core simply because they do not know the
actual condition of the core. Unintentionally re-flooding an
overheated core could generate hydrogen, at a rate as high
as 5,000 grams per second, and the containment could be
compromised if large quantities of that hydrogen were to
detonate, as occurred at Fukushima.

NRDC’s Recommendations for
Reducing the Risk of Hydrogen
Explosions in Severe Nuclear
Accidents
A. The NRC should develop and experimentally validate
computer safety models that can conservatively predict
rates of hydrogen generation in severe accidents.
The NRC needs to acknowledge that its existing computer
safety models underpredict the rates of hydrogen generation
that occur in severe accidents. The NRC should conduct a
series of experiments with multi-rod bundles of zirconium
alloy fuel rod simulators and/or actual fuel rods as well as
study the full set of existing experimental data. The NRC’s
objective in this effort should be to develop models capable
of predicting with greater accuracy the rates of hydrogen
generation that occur in severe accidents.
B. The safety of existing hydrogen recombiners should be
assessed, with the use of PARs potentially discontinued
until technical improvements are developed and certified.
Experimentation and research should be conducted in
order to improve the performance of PARs so that they
will not malfunction and incur ignitions in the elevated
hydrogen concentrations that occur in severe accidents.
The NRC and European regulators should perform safety
analyses to determine if existing PARs should be removed
from plant containments—and, if so, whether they should
be replaced with electrically powered thermal hydrogen
recombiners that have their own independent train
of emergency power. The latter course would require
operators to have instrumentation capable of providing
timely information on the local hydrogen concentrations
throughout the containment, so they could deactivate the
thermal recombiners when hydrogen concentrations reached
the levels at which the recombiners malfunction and incur
ignitions.

C. Existing oxygen and hydrogen monitoring
instrumentation should be significantly improved.
In line with the conclusions of the NRC’s own Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), the NRC should
reclassify oxygen and hydrogen monitors as safety-related
equipment that must undergo full qualification (including
seismic qualification), have redundancy, and have has its own
independent train of emergency electrical power.
The current NRC requirement that hydrogen monitors be
functional within 90 minutes of emergency cooling water
injection into the reactor vessel is clearly inadequate for
protecting public and plant worker safety. Following onset of
an accident, NRC regulations should require that hydrogen
monitors be functional within a timeframe that enables
immediate detection of quantities of hydrogen indicative of
core damage and a potential threat to containment integrity.
The NRC should also require hydrogen monitoring
instrumentation to be installed in:
1. BWR Mark I and Mark II secondary containments;
2.	fuel-handling buildings of PWRs and BWR Mark IIIs;
and
3.	any plant structure where it would be possible for
hydrogen to enter.5
D. Current core diagnostic capabilities require upgrading
to provide plant operators a better signal for when to
transition from emergency operating procedures to
severe accident management guidelines.
The NRC should require plants to use thermocouples placed
at different elevations and radial positions throughout
the reactor core to enable plant operators to accurately
measure a wide range of temperatures inside the core
under both typical and accident conditions. In the event
of a severe accident, in-core thermocouples would provide
plant operators with crucial information to help them track
the progression of core damage and manage the accident,
indicating, in particular, the correct time to transition from
EOPs to implementing SAMGs.
E. The NRC should require all nuclear power plants to
control the total quantity of hydrogen that could be
generated in a severe accident.
The NRC should require all nuclear power plants to
operate with systems for combustible gas control that
would effectively and safely control the total quantity of
hydrogen that could potentially be generated in different
severe accident scenarios; and to have strategies for venting
gas from the inerted primary BWR Mark I and Mark II
containments without causing significant radiological
releases. The NRC should also require nuclear power plants
to operate with systems for combustible gas control that
are capable of preventing local concentrations of hydrogen
in the containment from reaching concentrations that
could support explosions powerful enough to breach the
containment, or damage other essential accident-mitigating
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features. Hydrogen explosions are not expected to occur
inside the primary BWR Mark I and Mark II containments,
which operate with inerted atmospheres, unless somehow
oxygen is present.
The NRC should require licensees who operate nuclear
power plants with hydrogen igniter systems to perform
analyses demonstrating that these systems would effectively
and safely mitigate hydrogen in different severe accident
scenarios. Licensees unable to do so would be ordered to
upgrade their systems to adequate levels of performance.
F. The NRC should require that data from leak rate tests
be used to help predict the hydrogen leak rates of the
primary containment of each BWR Mark I and Mark II
licensed by the NRC in different severe accident scenarios.
The NRC should require that data from overall leak rate tests
and local leak rate tests—already required by Appendix J
to Part 50 for determining how much radiation would be
released from the containment in a design basis accident—
also be used to help predict hydrogen leak rates for a
range of severe accident scenarios involving the primary
containments of each GE-BWR Mark I and Mark II licensed
by the NRC. If data from an individual leak rate test were to
indicate that dangerous quantities of explosive hydrogen
gas would leak from a primary containment in a severe
accident, the plant owner should be required to repair the
containment.

The rationale for this requirement is obvious: Hydrogen
explosions, or hydrogen concentrations in the reactor
building that pose a detonation risk, can severely inhibit
emergency response actions essential to containing the
accident. Or even worse, emergency response actions
themselves, such as hooking up portable power equipment,
could actually provide the spark for hydrogen explosions in
critical areas of the plant.
The NRC should also end its practice of allowing repairs
to be made immediately before leak rate tests are conducted
to evaluate potential leakage paths, such as containment
welds, valves, fittings, and other components that penetrate
containment. This “repair before test” practice obviously
defeats the nuclear safety objective of providing an accurate
statistical sample of actual pre-existing containment leak
rates.
Finally, the NRC should reconsider its plan to extend the
intervals of overall and local leak rate tests to once every
15 years and 75 months, respectively. The NRC needs to
conduct safety analyses that consider BWR Mark I and Mark
II primary containments are vulnerable to hydrogen leakage.
It also seems probable that as old reactors are kept in service
beyond their original licensed lifetimes, the intervals between
leak rate tests should be shortened rather than extended.
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II. Hydrogen Generation in Nuclear Power Plant
Accidents
A. Technical Background: Design
Basis Accidents and the ZirconiumSteam Reaction
In typical operating conditions at a nuclear power plant,
highly pressurized coolant6 water is pumped through the
reactor coolant system7 piping into the reactor pressure
vessel where it flows between the fuel rods, carrying away
heat produced by the fission (splitting) of uranium (235U)
atoms in the fuel. The coolant water’s temperature exceeds
500°F; nonetheless, it still provides cooling for the fuel rods

located in the reactor core as long as a sufficient flow of
coolant is maintained.8
U.S. nuclear power plants are referred to as light water
reactors because they use ordinary water (H2O), as opposed
to heavy water (2H2O or D2O), as a coolant. In a boiling
water reactor like those that suffered hydrogen explosions
at Fukushima, the coolant exits the reactor core as a steamwater mixture. Water droplets are removed in a steam
dryer located above the core, and then the steam passes
through the steam line to the main turbine, which powers an
electric generator, and is condensed back into water before
reentering the core (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: Schematic Diagram of Heat Removal from a Boiling Water Reactor (BWR)
Heat is removed during normal operation by generating steam, which rises to the top of the reactor vessel (1), and is then used
directly (red line) to drive a turbine (2) that spins an electrical generator. When a reactor shuts down, however, the core continues to
produce heat from radioactive decay. This decay heat is removed initially by bypassing the turbine and delivering the steam directly
to the condenser (3), which is cooled by water pumped from lakes, rivers, or ocean (green), with the condensed steam (blue)
returning to the reactor as coolant (4). When steam pressure drops to approximately 50 pounds per square inch, the residual heat
removal (RHR) system (5) is used to complete the cool-down process. Water in the normal coolant recirculation loop (6) is diverted
from the recirculation pump to the RHR pump which sends it through a supplementary heat exchanger and back to the reactor.
Multiple electrically controlled pumps and valves are dependent on external sources of electricity for safe operation in the critical
period following reactor shutdown. In a severe accident, “drywell” containment (7) is designed to vent (8) excess radioactive steam
pressure into a “wetwell” suppression chamber (9) half filled with water, which operators, in turn, can vent to the atmosphere
through “Reliable Hardened Vents” (10) to relieve excess pressure. Currently, such vents do not filter radioactive aerosols and
gases.

Source: NRC Reactor Concepts Manual, Rev. 0200, pages 3-7, with additional explanatory features by NDRC
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In a pressurized water reactor the coolant typically
circulates to and from the reactor in two to four closed
“primary loops,” where it is maintained at a pressure high
enough to prevent the water from boiling. Each primary loop
has a steam generator (heat exchanger) where the coolant
heats and boils water circulating through a secondary loop—
maintained at a lower pressure than the primary loop—
producing pressurized steam to spin the main turbine and
generate electricity (see Figures 6 and 7).
Both reactor types have main condensers to condense the
steam back into water after it exits the turbines; this water
is pumped back to the reactor pressure vessel (in a BWR) or
steam generator (in a PWR). The main condensers of both
BWRs and PWRs rely on vast amounts of water, drawn from
a local water body such as a lake, river, or ocean. This water
may be returned directly to the local water body at elevated
temperatures, sometimes damaging the local ecology;
alternately, cooling towers may be deployed to remove heat
from this water. Roughly two-thirds of the thermal energy
produced by a nuclear reactor is not converted into electricity
but rather is discharged to the environment as waste heat.

Reactor cores have tens of thousands of uranium fuel rods,
bundled together into “fuel assemblies.” For example, each
reactor at Indian Point Energy Center near New York City has
87 metric tons of fuel contained in 193 fuel assemblies (each
with 204 fuel rods), or almost 40,000 fuel rods. The cladding
of the fuel rods is made of zirconium alloy.9 The fuel cladding
is a thin tube, typically with a diameter of less than half an
inch, sheathing small cylindrical uranium-dioxide fuel pellets
stacked one on top of the other. The active fuel region of
the fuel rods (the length of the cladding containing the fuel
pellets) is approximately 12 feet long.
In sum, a reactor core contains large amounts of zirconium
metal that can react with steam at high temperatures to
produce vast quantities of hydrogen gas. In the event of
a design basis accident,10 BWR and PWR emergency core
cooling systems are designed to inject and circulate water
through the reactor core to prevent the fuel rods from
overheating when the normal reactor cooling system ceases
to function. The respective emergency core cooling systems
are required to mitigate a number of postulated design-basis
accidents, including the worst-case scenario envisioned

Figure 6: Simplified Schematic Diagram of a Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) with
Three Intersecting Heat Transfer Heat Loops
PWR designs typically have two to four primary loops and a corresponding number of steam generators and main coolant pumps.
Water in the primary loop is maintained by the pressurizer at around 2250 pounds per square inch, about twice the pressure of a
BWR. Weak points in this system from a radiation containment perspective are the numerous valves and penetrations of the reactor
vessel required to control and cool the reactor; the seals of the main coolant pumps, which must be actively cooled and are prone
to leakage; and the thousands of small-diameter, thin-walled primary loop “steam tubes” in the steam generators, which are prone
to erosion and leakage into the secondary loop. The tertiary loop can be “open,” returning heated water from the turbine condenser
directly to a local river, lake, or bay; or “closed,” utilizing one or more “wet” (evaporative) or “dry” (fan-driven air) cooling towers
(not shown) to recycle the tertiary coolant in a “semiclosed” loop (makeup water must be added to the system due to evaporative
losses).

Source: The Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactor Nuclear Power Plant, page 4
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by regulators: a large-pipe-break loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA). Note that the March 2011 Fukushima Daiichi
accident in Japan is considered a “beyond design basis”
accident11 or a “severe” accident that exceeded the design
parameters of the plant.
In a hypothetical large-pipe-break LOCA at a PWR, the
largest pipe in the reactor coolant system would break,
causing a rapid discharge of coolant; the core would be either
partly or completely emptied of water. The reactor’s power
would shut down within seconds, because the absence of
the coolant, which is also a neutron moderator,12 and the
rapid insertion of control rods would stop the fission chain
reaction. A control rod is a rod, plate, or tube containing a
neutron-absorbing material used to control the power of
a nuclear reactor by preventing further fissions. However,
the maximum local temperature of the fuel cladding would
increase—from approximately 600°F to more than 1000°F

within 60 seconds13 due to the absence of coolant. The fuel
cladding would be heated by the residual heat in the fuel and
by decay heating (the radioactive decay of fission products),
which at the beginning of an accident would generate
about 7 percent of the thermal power produced during
normal operation. The decay heat decreases as the accident
progresses yet remains a significant heat source for the
duration of the accident.
If local fuel-cladding temperatures were to approach
1800°F, the cladding would incur additional heating from
the exothermic (heat-generating) reaction of its zirconium
content with the steam present in the reactor core. This
chemical reaction is variously referred to as a “metal-water
reaction,” “zirconium-steam reaction,” or “zirconium
oxidation.” The latter term is used because the zirconiumsteam reaction produces zirconium dioxide (ZrO2), in
addition to hydrogen and heat.14

Figure 7: Layout of a Westinghouse Four-Loop Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
The reactor has four steam
generators and four main coolant
pumps (the fourth pump is hidden
by the perspective of the drawing).
All these components are massive.
To set the scale, the interior of the
reactor vessel is about 15 feet wide
by 40 feet high. U.S. examples
include Indian Point Units 2 and 3
(New York), Vogtle Units 1 and 2
(Georgia), Comanche Peak Units 1
and 2 (Texas) and Diablo Canyon Units
1 and 2 (California).

Source: NRC Reactor Concepts Training
Manual, Pressurized Water Reactor
Systems, Section 4-1
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Figure 8: Cutaway View of French N4 Standardized PWR Design, Based on Westinghouse Technology but with a Double-Walled Primary Containment
Structure (1)

1

3

2

3

Reactor pressure vessel (2) and primary coolant loop piping are shown in red; main steam lines (in blue) are shown coming from the top of the steam generators (3),
shown in light green. These are supplied by the feedwater system (dark green piping), which also cools the spent fuel pool (4) and main coolant pump seals (dark
green). The turbine building (5) encloses a steam-driven turbine generator unit (in purple) with a rated output of 1500 MWe. The tertiary cooling loop for the turbine steam
condenser is not shown.

4

2

Source: University of New Mexico Libraries Exhibition Nuclear Engineering Wall Charts
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The NRC’s 2011 Near-Term Task Force Review of Insights
from the Fukushima Daiichi Accident states that an important
aspect of the NRC’s approach to safety through defensein-depth is the mitigation of the consequences of severe
accidents, including the mitigation of the hydrogen that
would be generated in such an accident. However, the
Near-Term Task Force report discusses neither the rates of
hydrogen generation that could occur nor the total quantity
of hydrogen that could be generated in severe accidents.
Given that in the Fukushima Daiichi accident, hydrogen
explosions caused large radiological releases, this must be
considered a major weakness in the NRC’s report and its
continuing regulatory response to the lessons learned from
the Fukushima accident.

If the emergency core cooling system is to prevent the fuel
cladding from overheating in a large-break LOCA, it must
overcome the heat from three primary sources: 1) the residual
heat stored in the fuel, 2) the heat from radioactive decay, and
3) the heat generated by the zirconium-steam reaction.

B. Severe Accidents and the Heat
Produced by the Zirconium-Steam
Reaction
Practically speaking… [zirconium] oxidation runaway comes
in…due to the heat of the oxidation reaction increasing
generally faster than heat losses from other mechanisms.…
[I]f peak [fuel-cladding] temperatures remain below 1000°C
[1832°F], you will probably escape the runaway [oxidation],
but if you get to 1200°C [2192°F], you will probably see the
oxidation “light up” like a 4th of July sparkler (literally that’s
what it looks like) as it looks like) as it goes into the “rapid
oxidation” regime.15
—Randall O. Gauntt, Sandia National Laboratories
The Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) accident, which
occurred in March 1979, was a small-break LOCA16 that
transitioned into a severe accident—a partial meltdown—
because there was inadequate cooling of the core. Decay
heating caused local fuel-cladding temperatures to increase
up to the point at which the cladding began to rapidly react
with the steam present in the reactor core, which in turn
produced more heat.
Robert E. Henry—an Argonne National Laboratory nuclear
safety expert,17 suggested that in the TMI-2 accident, when
local fuel-cladding temperatures reached about 1832°F
(1000°C), the heat produced by the zirconium-steam
reaction was approximately equal to the heat produced by
radioactive decay,18 and that “from [that] point on, the core
was in a thermal runaway state.”19, 20 Henry stated that “
[t]he [zirconium] oxidation rate increase[d] with increasing
temperature, which [led] to an escalating core heatup rate.
Therefore, the core damage was generally caused by the
[zirconium] cladding oxidation” [emphasis added].21
Once thermal runaway (runaway zirconium oxidation)

commences in a severe accident, maximum local fuelcladding temperatures increase rapidly—tens of degrees
Fahrenheit per second. Thermal runaway is what leads to
a partial or complete meltdown. After thermal runaway
commenced in the TMI‑2 accident (plausibly at about
1832°F [1000°C]), within a few minutes, maximum local fuelcladding temperatures would have reached the melting point
of zirconium, which exceeds 3300°F.22
In the March 2011 Fukushima Daiichi accident, the
respective reactor cooling systems of Units 1, 2, and 3
reportedly survived the earthquake more or less intact.
However, the plant incurred a loss-of-offsite power,
then flooding from the tsunami caused its backup diesel
generators to fail, and backup batteries were depleted within
about eight hours. The latter were insufficient in any case
to power emergency core-cooling pumps once the steamdriven backup pumps became inoperative. Hence, the three
units lost the ability to remove their reactors’ decay heat. This
caused the coolant water to boil away and uncover the fuel
rods in the cores of the three units, exposing them to steam.
Once the fuel rods were uncovered, decay heating caused
cladding temperatures to increase to the point at which
their zirconium content rapidly reacted with the steam and
generated large quantities of hydrogen gas.
The NRC needs to consider that not all severe accidents
would be relatively slow-moving “station-blackout” accidents
caused by natural disasters, like the Fukushima Daiichi
accident. Fast-moving accidents could also occur; for
example, a large-pipe-break LOCA could rapidly transition
into a severe accident, because of thermal runaway. A
meltdown could commence within 10 minutes of the onset
of such an accident.23

C. Hydrogen Generation in Accidents:
Rates and Quantities
It should be noted that in an unmitigated BWR severe accident
the entire Zircaloy inventory of the reactor would eventually
oxidize (either in the reactor vessel or on the drywell floor),
generating as much as 6000 [pounds] (2722 kg) of hydrogen
(plant specific value).24
—Sherrell R. Greene of Oak Ridge National Laboratory
In a reactor accident, fuel-cladding temperatures, plant
operator actions, and other factors would affect hydrogen
generation rates and the total quantity generated.
In a PWR accident in which the maximum fuel-cladding
temperature at any point in the core does not exceed
2200°F (the regulatory fuel-cladding temperature limit for
design basis accidents25), hydrogen generation is predicted
to occur at rates from 1 to 50 grams per second;26 similar
rates would occur in a BWR design basis accident. A safety
analysis conducted for Indian Point Unit 3 (a large PWR)
found, reassuringly, that after a design basis LOCA, it would
take a total of 23 days for the hydrogen concentration in the
containment to reach 4 percent of the containment’s volume
(the lower flammability limit).27
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However, in a severe PWR accident, the picture changes
dramatically: hydrogen generation could occur at rates from
100 to 5,000 grams per second28 (two orders of magnitude
greater than in a design basis accident), and similar rates
would occur in a severe BWR accident. An OECD Nuclear
Energy Agency report states, a “rapid initial [hydrogen]source occurs in practically all severe accident scenarios
because the large chemical heat release of the [zirconium]steam reaction causes a fast self-accelerating temperature
excursion during which initially large surfaces and masses
of reaction partners are available.”29
If an overheated reactor core were re-flooded with water,
up to 300,000 grams of hydrogen could be generated in 60
seconds.30 In this scenario, according to one report, between
5,000 and 10,000 grams of hydrogen could be generated per
second.31 (In the TMI-2 accident, re-flooding of the uncovered
reactor core by the emergency core cooling system caused a
spike in the hydrogen generation rates; it has been estimated
that approximately 33 percent of all the hydrogen produced
occurred during re‑flooding.32)
The total quantity of hydrogen that could be generated in a
severe accident is different for PWRs and BWRs. Considering
hydrogen generated only from the oxidation of zirconium:
if the total amount of the zirconium in a typical PWR core,
approximately 26,000 kilograms (kg), were to chemically react
with steam, this would generate approximately 1150 kg of
hydrogen; if the total amount of zirconium in a typical BWR’s
core, approximately 76,000 kg, were to chemically react with
steam, this would produce about 3360 kg of hydrogen.33
Large BWR cores typically have about a 58-percent greater
initial uranium mass than large PWR cores,34 and this larger
mass is divided into approximately 45 percent more fuel
rods than in a PWR. However, these differences alone do not
account for the fact that BWR cores have almost three times
the mass of zirconium in their cores than PWRs.35,36 BWR
cores have significantly more zirconium mainly because,
unlike PWRs, BWR fuel assemblies have “channel boxes”
surrounding the fuel rods. The mass of each BWR assembly
channel box is greater than 100 kg.37 Thus a BWR core with
800 fuel assemblies would actually have more than the
76,000 kg of zirconium cited by the IAEA as typically present
in a BWR core.)
The total quantity of hydrogen generated in a severe
accident can vary widely: The Fukushima Daiichi accident,
which resulted in three meltdowns, most likely generated
more than 3,000 kg of hydrogen per affected unit; the
amount produced in the TMI-2 accident is estimated at
about 500 kg.38 In a severe accident, hydrogen would also
be generated within the reactor vessel from the oxidation
of non-zirconium materials: metallic structures and boron
carbide (in BWR cores).39 In the TMI-2 accident, the oxidation
of steel accounted for approximately 10 percent to 15
percent of the total hydrogen generation.40 In a case in which
the molten core penetrated the reactor vessel, hydrogen
would be generated from the oxidation of metallic material
(chromium, iron, and any remaining zirconium) during
direct containment heating and also from interaction of the

molten core with concrete (out of which containment floors
are made).41 A safety study for the PWRs at Indian Point
discusses a case in which interaction of a molten core with a
concrete containment floor would generate more than 2721.5
kg of hydrogen.42
If a molten core interacted with concrete, carbon
monoxide (which, like hydrogen, is a combustible gas) would
also be generated. Depending on different accident scenarios,
concrete types, and geometrical factors affecting the molten
core-concrete interaction, the quantities of carbon monoxide
generated could vary greatly; concentrations could differ by
up to several volume percent in the containment.43, 44

D. NRC Models Underpredict Severe
Accident Hydrogen Generation Rates
A 2001 OECD Nuclear Energy Agency report advises that
high hydrogen generation rates “must be taken into account
in risk analysis and in the design of hydrogen mitigation
systems.” However, the same report notes that computer
safety models used by regulators underpredicted the actual
rates of hydrogen generation that occurred in two sets of
experiments simulating severe accidents: the CORA tests and
LOFT LP‑FP‑2.45 (The CORA and LOFT LP-FP-2 experiments
were conducted to investigate accidents that lead to a
meltdown of the reactor core. LOFT LP‑FP-2 was conducted
with an actual nuclear reactor, 1/50th the volume of a fullsize PWR, “designed to represent the major component and
system response of a commercial PWR.” LOFT LP-FP-2 was
an actual core meltdown—the most realistic severe accident
experiment conducted to date; it combined decay heating,
severe fuel damage, and the quenching of zirconium fuel
cladding with water.46) Computer safety models also failed to
predict hydrogen generation in the initial QUENCH facility
experiments.47 This indicates that computer safety models
also underpredict the hydrogen generation rates that would
occur in severe accidents.48
A 1997 Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) report states
that hydrogen generation in severe accidents can be divided
into two separate phases: 1) a phase that runs from when
the fuel cladding is still intact through the initial melting of
the fuel cladding, which accounts for about 25 percent of
the total hydrogen produced; and 2) a phase after the initial
melting of the fuel cladding, in which there is additional
melting, relocation, and the formation of uraniumzirconium-oxygen blockages, which accounts for about 75
percent of the total hydrogen generated (as indicated in
analyses of the BWR CORA-28 and -33 tests).49
According to the 1997 ORNL report, computer safety
models predict hydrogen generation rates “reasonably well”
for the first phase, in which the fuel cladding remains intact,
but predict hydrogen generation rates for the second phase
“much less robustly.” The 1997 ORNL report stresses that it
is obvious that computer safety models need to accurately
predict hydrogen generation rates when the fuel cladding is
no longer intact, especially because most of the hydrogen
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generation occurs in that phase.50
A 2011 International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) report
states that computer safety models underpredict the rates of
hydrogen generation that would occur during a re-flooding
of an overheated reactor core.51 The report cautions that,
in different scenarios, re-flooding could cause hydrogen
generation rates to vary to a large degree and that predictions
need to consider the possible range of outcomes in order
to help prepare for severe accident hydrogen risk. In the
BWR CORA‑17 test, which simulated the re‑flooding and
quenching of an overheated core, approximately 90 percent
of the hydrogen generation occurred during re-flooding.52
Unfortunately, recent reports do not explicitly state
the extent that computer safety models under-predict
hydrogen generation rates during the re‑flooding and
quenching of an overheated core—i.e., a percentage value
of the under-prediction has not been provided. However,
presentation slides from a 2008 European meeting state that
the “total amount of hydrogen under reflooding remains
highly underestimated in [the] CORA‑13 and LOFT LPFP-2 experiments” [emphasis added]. In fact, regarding
recent computer simulations of LOFT LP-FP-2, the same
presentation slides state: “High temperature excursions with
extended core degradation and enhanced hydrogen release
observed in the test during reflood was not reproduced due
to the lack of adequate modeling”53 [emphasis added].
Despite these reports dating back to 1997, the NRC’s 2011
Near-Term Task Force report on insights from the Fukushima
Daiichi accident failed to mention, much less discuss, the
fact that the NRC’s computer safety models—such as the
widely used MELCOR code developed by Sandia National
Laboratories—underpredict the hydrogen generation
rates that occur in severe accidents. By overlooking the
deficiencies of computer safety models, the NRC undermines
its own philosophy of defense-in-depth, which requires
the application of conservative models.54 When hydrogen
generation rates are underpredicted, hydrogen mitigation
systems are not likely to be designed so that they could
handle the generation rates that would occur in actual
severe accidents.

E. An Attempt to Eliminate Hydrogen
Risk: Developing Non-Zirconium Fuel
Cladding

In 2010, according to an article in Nuclear Engineering
International, a type of silicon carbide fuel cladding with a
triplex design57 was “still in the early stages of development
and testing” the article opines that developing such cladding
is “a high-risk, but potentially high-payoff”58 venture. It
remains to be seen if triplex silicon carbide would be a
suitable replacement for zirconium alloy as a fuel-cladding
material; there are a number of problems with silicon carbide
cladding that still need to be resolved.
One problem is that during typical reactor operation the
fuel pellets in silicon carbide cladding would have higher
temperatures than they do when sheathed in zirconium. This
would occur for two reasons: First, after extended irradiation,
silicon carbide has a lower thermal conductivity than
zirconium alloy,59 meaning less of the fuel’s heat would pass
through the cladding and into the coolant. Second, the thin
gap between the fuel pellets and the cladding would not be
closed early in the first fuel cycle as occurs when zirconium
cladding is used.60 Both of these phenomena would prevent
the pressurized water from cooling the fuel pellets in silicon
carbide cladding as effectively as it does when the fuel pellets
are sheathed in zirconium cladding.
A second problem is that an effective means of
hermetically sealing the ends of silicon carbide fuel-cladding
rods has not yet been developed.61 If the fuel-cladding rods
were not hermetically sealed during reactor operation, fission
products would escape from the fuel rods and enter the
coolant water.
A June 2012 Nuclear Energy Advisory Committee report
lists additional problems with silicon carbide fuel cladding,
such as a lack of ductility (the ability to bend, expand or
contract without breaking) compared with currently used
cladding types. The report also speculates that within four
years further research and experimentation should confirm
whether or not such problems can be resolved. If the
problems are resolved, in-reactor testing of silicon carbide
fuel cladding could take an additional 10 to 20 years.62
Hence, even if all were to go well, it could take more than
two decades before silicon carbide fuel cladding is ready for
commercial use. There is certainly no reason to expect that
zirconium alloy fuel cladding will ever be widely replaced in
the aging U.S. fleet of nuclear power plants, which are facing
obsolescence in the 2025-2050 timeframe.

Perhaps the most effective way to help prevent hydrogen
explosions in severe accidents would be to develop fuel
cladding that does not generate large quantities of hydrogen
when the core overheats in such accidents. Zirconium alloy
cladding could possibly be replaced with silicon carbide,
molybdenum alloys, molybdenum-zirconium alloys, or ironchromium-aluminum alloys.55 Silicon carbide is perhaps
the most promising alternate; in the design basis accident
temperature range—below 2200°F—silicon carbide is far less
reactive than zirconium with steam,56 generating much less
hydrogen.
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III. Severe Accident Hydrogen Explosions:
An Unresolved Safety Issue
In the Fukushima Daiichi accident, hydrogen detonated in—
and seriously damaged—the reactor buildings housing Units
1, 3, and 4, causing large radiological releases. The hydrogen
explosion that occurred in the Unit 1 reactor building also
“caused a blowout panel in the Unit 2 reactor building to
open, which resulted in a loss of secondary containment
integrity.”63 Actually, from a strict technical perspective,
“secondary containment integrity” was lost the moment the
flooded emergency diesel generators failed to supply backup
power. Maintaining secondary containment integrity requires
(a) an intact reactor building structure, and (b) a standby gas
treatment system to filter releases from the intact structure
to the atmosphere and maintain the structure at a lower
pressure than ambient pressure (thus ensuring, in the case
of small leaks, that outside air leaks in rather than inside air
leaking out). Flooding of the emergency diesel generators by
the tsunami took away (b) hours before the explosion took
away (a).64
As discussed in the preceding sections, the zirconiumsteam reaction will generate large quantities of hydrogen
in severe accidents. When it reaches a sufficient local
concentration inside the containment, this hydrogen will
explode if exposed to an ignition source, of which there are
many, given the amount of electrical equipment and wiring
located inside the containment. In the TMI‑2 accident,
a hydrogen explosion—probably initiated by an electric
spark65—occurred in the containment (a PWR large dry
containment). The TMI‑2 accident explosion did not breach
the containment; however, the integrity of either a PWR ice
condenser containment or a BWR Mark III containment
could be compromised by an explosion of the quantity of
hydrogen generated in the TMI-2 accident, because such
containments have substantially smaller volumes and lower
design pressures than PWR large dry containments.66,67
The fact that a hydrogen explosion did not breach
TMI‑2’s containment does not preclude the possibility that
if a meltdown were to occur at another PWR with a large
dry containment, a hydrogen explosion could breach the
containment, exposing the public to a large radiological
release. Nonetheless, the NRC 2011 Near-Term Task Force
report on insights from the Fukushima Daiichi accident
claims that the pressure spike of potential hydrogen
explosions would remain within the design pressure of PWR
large dry containments.68 However, according to NRC safety
analyses,69 conducted a decade ago, hydrogen explosions
inside PWR large dry containments—of the quantity of
hydrogen generated from zirconium-steam reactions of
100 percent of the active fuel-cladding length—could cause
pressure spikes as high as 114 pounds per square inch (psi)70
to 135 psi71—over twice the design pressure of a typical PWR
large dry containment.

Such extreme pressure spikes could cause a PWR large
dry containment to fail. There are also other safety analyses
with worrisome results. For example, analyses conducted
for Indian Point Units 2 and 3 about three decades ago
found that peak pressures caused by hydrogen explosions
could exceed the estimated failure pressure of Indian Point’s
containments—approximately 126 pounds per square inch
gauge72 (psig) or 141 pounds per square inch absolute73
(psia).74 For certain severe accident scenarios, peak pressure
spikes were predicted to be 160 psia, 169 psia, about 157 psia,
and 180 psia or greater.75 (Some nuclear safety experts believe
the accuracy of containment failure pressure estimates is
questionable; according to one, “Experimental data on the
ultimate potential strength of containment buildings and
their failure modes are lacking.”76)

A. The Potential Damage of Missiles
Propelled by Hydrogen Explosions
In a severe accident, a local hydrogen explosion within the
containment could propel debris, such as concrete blocks
from disintegrated compartment walls, at extremely high
speeds. The impact of such debris (“internally-generated
missiles”) could compromise essential safety systems and
even breach the containment, especially if it were made of
steel.77 If a PWR large dry containment made of reinforced
concrete with a steel liner78 were struck by a missile propelled
by a hydrogen explosion, the containment would be more
likely to incur cracks than to experience gross failure. Yet
this is mere speculation: According to a 2011 IAEA report,
“no analysis ever has been made on the damage potential of
flying objects, generated in [a hydrogen]-explosion.”79
An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) report,
published in November 2011 thoroughly documents how in
the Fukushima Daiichi accident, internally generated missiles
and missiles from secondary containments, propelled by
hydrogen explosions, caused a considerable amount of
damage and set back efforts to control the accident.80 The
report states:
[D]ebris from the explosion struck and damaged the cables
and mobile generator that had been installed to provide
power to the standby liquid control pumps. The debris
also damaged the hoses that had been staged to inject
seawater into Unit 1 and Unit 2. ... Some of the debris
was also highly contaminated, resulting in elevated dose
rates and contamination levels around the site. As a result,
workers were now required to wear additional protective
clothing, and stay times in the field were limited. The
explosion significantly altered the response to the event
and contributed to complications in stabilizing the units.81
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B. Hydrogen Explosions:
Deflagrations and Detonations
In a severe accident, water pumped into the reactor core to
cool the fuel rods would heat up and produce thousands
of kilograms of steam, which would enter the containment
through pressure relief valves or a break in the cooling system
circuit. At different points in an accident the presence of
large quantities of steam in the containment would have
an inerting effect, either helping to prevent or completely
preventing hydrogen combustion if the steam concentration
were 55 volume percent82 or greater. (If hydrogen combustion
were to occur, the presence of steam would help reduce its
intensity.83) However, after enough steam condensed and
this would be inevitable at some point in an accident, either
naturally or by the use of containment spray systems84—
either local or global hydrogen combustion could occur.
In a dry atmosphere of hydrogen and air, the lower
flammability limit of hydrogen is a concentration of 4.1
volume percent.85 If hydrogen concentrations were from 4.1
to about 8.0 volume percent, hydrogen combustion would
be in the form of a deflagration with a relatively slow flame
speed.86 A deflagration is a combustion wave traveling at a
subsonic speed relative to the unburned gas. (In the TMI2 accident, a hydrogen deflagration occurred when the

hydrogen concentration was 8.1 volume percent87 causing
a rapid pressure increase of approximately 28 psi in the
containment.88) A famous instance of a hydrogen deflagration
occurred on May 6, 1937, when the hydrogen-filled dirigible
Hindenburg ignited while landing at Lakehurst, NJ and
collapsed into a smoldering mass of twisted wreckage on the
ground within a matter of seconds.
In a severe reactor accident, hydrogen could randomly
deflagrate when its concentrations were at 8.0 volume
percent or lower, because only a small quantity of energy is
required for igniting hydrogen; sources of random ignition
include electric sparks from equipment and static electric
charges.89 It has been postulated that in the TMI-2 accident,
the hydrogen deflagration was initiated by a ringing
telephone90 and in the case of the Hindenburg, by the buildup
of a static electric charge on its specially-coated outer skin.
In one sense, random or in some instances deliberate
ignition of hydrogen at relatively low concentrations
is beneficial, in that it can prevent the hydrogen from
building up to more dangerous detonable concentrations.
Unfortunately, in a severe accident, the average hydrogen
concentration in the containment could reach 7.0 to 16.0
volume percent, or higher; local concentrations could be
much higher. In a dry atmosphere of hydrogen and air, with
hydrogen concentrations above about 10.0 volume percent,

Table 1: Calculated Hydrogen (H2) production Due to 75% Zirconium-Water Reaction
Note that all the predicted containment hydrogen concentrations (far right-hand column) are above the combustion threshold of
4.1 volume percent, and most are above temperature-dependent detonation thresholds of 11.6 and 9.4 volume percent hydrogen,
at 68°F and 212°F, respectively.

Source: D. W. Stamps et al., Sandia National Laboratories, Hydrogen-Air-Diluent Detonation Study for Nuclear Reactor Safety Analyses, NUREG/CR5525, January 1991, available at: www.nrc.gov, NRC Library, ADAMS Documents, Accession Number: ML071700388)
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flames can accelerate up to and beyond the speed of sound:
this phenomenon is termed “deflagration-to-detonation
transition.”91 A “detonation” is a combustion wave traveling at
a supersonic speed (greater than the speed of sound) relative
to the unburned gas. Hydrogen combustion in the form of
detonations occurred in the Fukushima Daiichi accident.
Higher temperatures and/or the presence of carbon
monoxide could increase the likelihood of a deflagrationto-detonation transition. In a dry hydrogen-air mixture,
the lower concentration limits at which deflagration-todetonation transition can occur is 11.6 volume percent
at temperature of 68°F; at 212°F, the lower concentration
limit falls to 9.4 volume percent.92 And in the presence
of 5.0 volume percent of carbon monoxide (generated
if a molten core interacts with a containment’s concrete
floor), 10.0 volume percent of hydrogen can detonate at
approximately 68°F.93
One safety expert has concluded that within the large
geometries of PWR-containments a slow laminar deflagration
would be very unlikely. In most cases, highly efficient
combustion modes must be expected.”94 In a small-break
LOCA, large quantities of steam could enter the containment
well before hundreds of kilograms of hydrogen were
released into the containment. In such a scenario, thermal
stratification could prevent the hydrogen from mixing
with the steam.95 In scenarios in which large quantities of
steam were present in the containment, the hydrogen could
reach high concentrations because the inerting effect of the
steam could prevent the hydrogen from igniting at lower
concentrations. After the steam condensed, a deflagration
could transition into a etonation.

Table 2: Release Paths in LWR Containments

C. Limitations of Computer Safety
Models to Predict Hydrogen
Distribution in the Containment
and Hydrogen Deflagration-toDetonation Transition
In a September 2011 meeting of the Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), Dana Powers, senior scientist at
Sandia National Laboratories, expressed concern over the
fact that hydrogen detonations occurred in the Fukushima
Daiichi accident and stated that in experiments, “detonations
are…extraordinarily hard to get.”96,97,98 Consequently,
computer safety models (codes) derived from these
experiments have limitations in predicting the hydrogen
distribution and steam condensation that would occur in the
containment in different severe accident scenarios.
A 2007 OECD Nuclear Energy Agency report states,
“Further work in code development…and code user
training, supported by suitable complex experiments, is
necessary to achieve more accurate predictive capabilities
for containment thermal hydraulics and atmospheric gas/
steam distribution. As a result of the code assessment, the
modeling of the following three phenomena appeared to be
the major issues: condensation, gas density stratification, and
jet injection” [emphasis added].99
Computer safety models also have limitations in predicting
the phenomenon of hydrogen deflagrations transitioning
into detonations; as well as the maximum pressure loads
the containment would incur from detonations, in different
scenarios. Westinghouse’s probabilistic risk assessment
for its new and supposedly “passively safe” AP1000 reactor
design, under construction in Georgia and South Carolina,
observes that the phenomenon of hydrogen “deflagrationto-detonation transition is complex and not completely
understood” and that the maximum pressure loads from
detonations are difficult to calculate.”100
The Fukushima Daiichi accident demonstrated that the
NRC needs to conduct more realistic hydrogen combustion
experiments—perhaps in facilities on the same scale as
actual reactor containments, at elevated temperatures and
with the large quantities of hydrogen that are produced in
severe accidents.

Source: Containment Integrity Research at Sandia National Laboratories:
An Overview, Sandia National Laboratories, NUREG/CR-6906/ SAND20062274P, July 2006
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IV. Severe Accident Hydrogen Mitigation

A. Hydrogen-Mitigation Strategies
for Different Containment Designs

Table 3: U.S. Power Reactor Containment Structures,
by Type

Over the course of six decades, the NRC and its predecessor
agency, the Atomic Energy Commission, have licensed six
basic types of reactor containments (see Table 3), but within
each type there are numerous design and construction
differences (see Table 4) that translate into a wide and highly
uncertain range of capacities to contain a severe reactor
accident.
PWRs with Large Dry Containments and
PWRs with Subatmospheric Containents
The NRC does not require the owners of PWRs with large
dry containments (52 out of 53 such units are currently
operational in the U.S.), or the owners of PWRs with subatmospheric containments, maintained at an internal
pressure below atmospheric pressure (five out of seven such
units are currently operational in the U.S.) to mitigate the
hydrogen that would be generated in severe accidents. The
agency assumes that the large containment volumes of such
PWRs are sufficient to keep the pressure spikes of potential
hydrogen deflagrations within the design pressures of the
structures.101
One hydrogen mitigation strategy for these types of
containments would be to mix the hydrogen entering
the containment using its fan coolers; this would reduce
local hydrogen concentrations and mix the hydrogen with
steam, which has an inerting effect.102 A second hydrogen
mitigation strategy for such PWRs would be to use hydrogen
recombiners, safety devices that eliminate hydrogen in an
accident by recombining hydrogen with oxygen—a reaction
that produces steam and heat. There are two types of
recombiners: passive autocatalytic recombiners (PAR), which
operate without electric power, and electrically powered
thermal recombiners. The hydrogen removal capacity for
one hydrogen recombiner unit is only several grams per
second.103

Source: NUREG/CR-6906/SAND2006-2274P, July 2006

In September 2003, the NRC likewise rescinded its
requirement that PWRs with large dry containments and
PWRs with sub-atmospheric containments operate with
hydrogen recombiners installed in their containments. It
decided that the quantity of hydrogen produced in designbasis accidents would not be risk-significant and that
hydrogen recombiners would be ineffective at mitigating the
quantity of hydrogen produced in severe accidents104 when
hydrogen generation could occur at rates as high as 5.0 kg per
second.105
In the United States, if such PWRs still have hydrogen
recombiners, there are typically two of them in each
containment, to mitigate the quantity of hydrogen produced
in a design basis accident. For example, Indian Point’s
containments each have two hydrogen recombiner units.106
To help mitigate hydrogen in a wide range of severe accident
scenarios, a group of European nuclear safety experts have
recommended that such PWRs have from 30 to 60 hydrogen
recombiner units distributed in their containments.107
However, even 60 hydrogen recombiner units would not be
capable of eliminating all of the hydrogen generated in some
severe accident scenarios within the timeframe required to
prevent a hydrogen explosion.
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Table 4: U.S. PWRs Classified by Containment Construction Type

Source: NUREG/CR-6906/SAND2006-2274P, July 2006
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Figure 9: Typical PWR Large Dry Containment Designs
Left: Large dry steel primary containment with reinforced-concrete shield. Right: Containment constructed with post-tensioned
concrete with steel liner (e.g., Palisades).
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PWRs with Ice Condenser Containments and BWR Mark III
The NRC requires that PWRs with ice condenser
containments (nine such units are currently operational in
the U.S.) and BWR Mark IIIs (four are currently operational
in the United States) operate with hydrogen igniters installed
in their containments in order to mitigate the hydrogen
that would be generated in the event of a severe accident.108
Hydrogen igniters are intended to burn off hydrogen as it is
generated in an accident, before it reaches concentrations
at which combustion would threaten the integrity of the
containment. Hydrogen mitigation is essential for PWRs with

ice condenser containments and BWR Mark IIIs because their
containments have relatively low design pressures,109 which
makes them more vulnerable to hydrogen exlosions.
Such containments could be compromised by an
explosion of the quantity of hydrogen that was generated
in the TMI-2 accident.110 Hydrogen igniters are intended to
manage the quantity of hydrogen that would be generated
by a zirconium-steam reaction of 75 percent of the fuelcladding’s active length,111 which is considerably less than the
quantity of hydrogen generated at each melted-down unit at
Fukushima-Daiichi.

Table 5: U.S. BWRs by Containment Construction Type
A Mark I plant, Vermont Yankee, is missing from the NRC’s compilation.

Source: NNUREG/CR-6906/ SAND2006-2274P, July 2006
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Figure 10: Typical PWR Ice Condenser Steel Containment with Concrete Shield Building (e.g., Sequoyah)
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BWR Mark I and BWR Mark II
The NRC requires that BWR Mark Is (23 such units are
currently operational in the U.S.) and BWR Mark IIs (eight
such units are currently operational in the U.S.) operate with
primary containments that have an inerted atmosphere112—
to help prevent hydrogen combustion. An inerted
containment atmosphere is defined as having less than
4.0 percent oxygen by volume.113
Nitrogen is used to inert BWR Mark I and Mark II primary
containments because nitrogen is inexpensive and nontoxic.
Such containments are relatively small, so deinerting and
inerting for outages between fuel cycles can be achieved
within hours; these processes are also inexpensive.114
If BWR Mark I and Mark II primary containments were
not inerted, they would be extremely vulnerable to hydrogen
explosions in severe accidents, because of their relatively
small volumes.115

Such containments, if not inerted, could easily be
compromised by an explosion of the quantity of hydrogen
generated in the TMI 2 accident. A year after the Fukushima
accident, in March 2012, the NRC ordered the installation
of reliable hardened vents in BWR Mark I and Mark II
containments by December 31, 2016.116 A hardened vent
could help control hydrogen in a severe accident but its
primary purposes are to remove heat from and depressurize
BWR Mark I and Mark II containments, which due to their
small volumes are more susceptible than other containment
designs to failure from overpressurization in an acident.
In September 1989, the NRC issued non-legally
binding guidance to all owners of BWR Mark I facilities,
recommending117 that hardened vents be installed.118 The
NRC does not require that hydrogen be mitigated in the
secondary containments of BWR Mark I and Mark II units.

Figure 11: Cross-section View of a Typical BWR Mark III
Containment (e.g., Perry, Riverbend)

Figure 12: BWR Mark II Reinforced Concrete Containment
(Limerick Units 1 and 2)

Freestanding steel primary containment (red) with lower
suppression pool (blue) and concrete shield building) has a low
design pressure rating (15 psig), requiring that credit be given
to the use of hydrogen igniters and containment sprays to meet
containment requirements.

Drywell inerted with nitrogen (orange) is connected by
pressure relief pipes (red) to wetwell (green). Waterline is in
blue.

Source: NNUREG/CR-6906/SAND2006-2274P, July 2006
Source: NNUREG/CR-6906/SAND2006-2274P, July 2006
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CASE STUDY: Hydrogen Risks in Westinghouse’s Probabilistic Risk Assessment for the AP1000 and
Plans for Managing an AP1000 Severe Accident
Currently four Toshiba-Westinghouse AP1000 units are under construction in South Carolina and Georgia. The NRC purports
to have more stringent safety requirements for the AP1000, that “reflect the Commission’s expectation that future
designs will achieve a higher standard of severe accident performance” than currently operating light water reactors.119
And Westinghouse has touted the AP1000 as having, in the event of a severe accident, a far lower probability of breaching
its containment than currently operating nuclear power plants. However, Westinghouse’s probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA) for the AP1000 erroneously claims that it would not be possible for a hydrogen detonation to occur in the AP1000’s
containment if the hydrogen concentration were less than 10.0 volume percent. A hydrogen detonation could compromise
the containment and thus cause a large radioactive release. In fact, Westinghouse’s PRA assumes that the containment
would fail “in all cases,” in which hydrogen deflagrations transitioned into detonations.120
Westinghouse’s PRA for the AP1000 states that “[s]ince the lowest hydrogen concentration for which deflagration-todetonation transition has been observed in the intermediate-scale FLAME facility at Sandia [National Laboratories] is 15
percent,121 and [NRC regulation] 10 CFR 50.44 limits hydrogen concentration to less than 10 percent, the likelihood of
deflagration-to-detonation transition is assumed to be zero if the hydrogen concentration is less than 10 percent.”122
Westinghouse does not consider that the lower concentration limits at which deflagration-to-detonation transition can
occur, at temperatures of 68°F and 212°F, are 11.6 and 9.4 volume percent of hydrogen, respectively.123 According to a
1998 Brookhaven National Laboratory report: “Most postulated severe accident scenarios are characterized by containment
atmospheres of about 373K [212°F]… However, calculations have shown that under certain accident scenarios local
compartment temperatures in excess of 373K [212°F] are predicted.”124
It is perplexing that Westinghouse’s PRA for the AP1000 as well as the NRC’s regulations for “future water-cooled
reactors” rely on outdated assumptions that the phenomenon of hydrogen deflagration-to-detonation transition cannot
occur below hydrogen concentrations of 10.0 volume percent: in 1991, Sandia National Laboratories reported that, in an
experiment, deflagration-to-detonation transition occurred at 9.4 volume percent of hydrogen.125 The previous year, the
same information was reported at the NRC’s Eighteenth Water Reactor Safety Information Meeting.126
In a September 2011 Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards meeting, Dana Powers, a senior scientist at Sandia
National Laboratories, expressed concern over the fact that hydrogen detonations occurred in the Fukushima Daiichi
accident and stated that in experiments, “detonations are…extraordinarily hard to get.”127 However, neglecting to reassess
hydrogen-combustion safety issues for the AP1000 after Fukushima, the NRC went ahead and issued licenses for two
AP1000s in February 2012.
Paradoxically, two of the AP1000 containment’s safety devices—hydrogen igniters, and passive autocatalytic hydrogen
recombiner (PAR) units when they malfunction and behave like igniters—provide ignition sources that are capable of
causing hydrogen detonations. In a severe accident, hydrogen igniters must be actuated at the correct time, because, as
Peter Hoffman wrote in the Journal on Nuclear Materials: “[t]he concentration of hydrogen in the containment may be
combustible for only a short time before detonation limits are reached.”128
If AP1000 operators were to actuate the hydrogen igniters in an untimely fashion—after a local detonable concentration
of hydrogen developed in the containment—it could cause a detonation. This especially could occur because
Westinghouse’s emergency response guidelines for the AP1000 are flawed: Operators are instructed to actuate hydrogen
igniters when the core-exit gas temperature exceeds 1200°F. Westinghouse maintains that the core-exit temperature would
reach 1200°F before the onset of the rapid zirconium-steam reaction of the fuel cladding,129 which leads to thermal runaway
in the reactor core; however, experimental data demonstrates that this would not necessarily be the case.
Westinghouse and the NRC, which approved the AP1000 design, both overlooked data—available for more than a
quarter century—from the most realistic severe accident experiment conducted to date (LOFT LP‑FP‑2), in which core-exit
temperatures were measured at approximately 800°F when maximum in-core fuel-cladding temperatures exceeded 3300°F.
In LOFT LP‑FP‑2, when core-exit temperatures were 800°F, the rapid zirconium-steam reaction of the fuel cladding had
already occurred and the reactor core had started melting down. Hence, relying on core-exit temperature measurements in
an AP1000 severe accident could be unsafe: In a scenario in which operators re-flooded an overheated core simply because
they did not know the actual condition of the core, hydrogen could be generated at rates as high as 5.0 kg per second. If
operators were to actuate hydrogen igniters in such a scenario, it could cause a hydrogen detonation.
Westinghouse’s general description of the AP1000 states that “[PARs] control hydrogen concentration following design
basis events.”130 However, in the elevated hydrogen concentrations that occur in severe accidents, PARs are prone to
malfunctioning and behaving like hydrogen igniters. This is a problem: AP1000 operators would not be able to switch off
PARs, because they operate without electrical power. If the AP1000 containment’s PAR units malfunctioned and incurred
ignitions after a detonable concentration of hydrogen developed in the containment, it could cause a detonation.131 This
could occur in a number of severe accident scenarios, especially those in which the AP1000 containment’s hydrogen igniter
system was not operational,132 enabling local detonable concentrations of hydrogen to develop in the containment.
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Figure 13: Typical PWR Subatmospheric Reinforced
Concrete Containment with Steel Liner (e.g., Diablo
Canyon, North Anna, Surrey, Beaver Valley)

The Uncertain Performance of Different
Containment Designs in a Severe Accident
Is Likely to Vary Widely
Figure 14 compares the calculated design pressure (in
pounds per square inch above sea level atmospheric
pressure, or “psig”) of the six main types of U.S. commercial
reactor containments with their net free volume in millions
of cubic feet. BWR Mark I and II have a nominally strong
pressure rating, due to their use of pressure-suppression
pools, but very low free volume. The BWR Mark III and PWR
ice condenser designs have the lowest design pressures of
the group as well as moderate volumes, while the two other
PWR containment designs have the largest volumes along
with comparatively high design pressures.
The actual safety situation is more complex than reflected
in this figure. In reality, no two reactor containments,
even at the same facility, are exactly alike, and units of the
same type can vary widely in their design and construction
details. Predictions of local failure mechanisms, which
could lead to significant leakage in an accident even before
overall design pressures are exceeded, depend on the
availability of accurate as- built information (geometry
and material properties) at structural discontinuities (e.g.,
near containment doors or pipe and cable penetrations).
“Even if this information is available (not typical for actual
containments), the prediction, a priori, of local failures
is at best an uncertain proposition.... Any evaluation of
the capacity of an actual containment must be based on
the entire system, including mechanical and electrical
penetrations and other potential leak paths.”

Source: NUREG/CR-6906/SAND2006-2274P, July 2006

B. Problems with Current HydrogenMitigation Strategies for Respective
Reactor Designs
PWRs with Large Dry Containments and PWRs with
Subatmospheric Containments
As noted above, the NRC does not require owners of
PWRs with large dry containments and PWRs with subatmospheric containments to mitigate the hydrogen
that would be generated in severe accidents; however,
in severe accidents, it would be possible for the pressure
spikes of hydrogen explosions to exceed the design
pressures of such containments. The NRC has reported
that hydrogen detonations could occur in PWRs with
large dry containments and PWRs with sub-atmospheric
containments. For example, a 1990 NRC letter to plant
owners states that in severe accidents, local and global
hydrogen detonations could occur in PWRs with large dry or
sub-atmospheric containments.133
Furthermore, a 1991 report by Sandia National
Laboratories cautions that in severe accidents, in which
75 percent of the fuel-cladding active length oxidized,
detonable concentrations of hydrogen could develop in dry
hydrogen-air mixtures in such containments. The report

Source: NUREG/CR-6906/SAND2006-2274P, July 2006, p. xvii

states that in a severe accident, steam typically would be
present in the containment, yet the quantity of steam would
be unpredictable because of condensation, which would be
facilitated by containment spray systems. Detonations would
most likely be initiated through deflagration-to-detonation
transition, yet direct detonations could perhaps be possible
at higher temperatures.134
Hydrogen recombiners would be prone to malfunctioning
by incurring ignitions in the elevated concentrations
that occur in severe accidents. This would be a serious
problem: A recombiner’s unintended ignition could cause a
detonation.135
PARs could be advantageous in station-blackout
accidents—a complete loss of grid-supplied and backup
on-site alternating current power—because they operate
without either external power or plant operator actuation;
however, there is no way to prevent such recombiners from
self-actuating or to shut them off in elevated hydrogen
concentrations. Plant operators would be able to control
the operation of electrically powered thermal hydrogen
recombiners; yet operators should be cautious about
actuating thermal recombiners in an accident. Plant
operators should actuate thermal recombiners only if
hydrogen concentrations are low and should deactivate them
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Figure 14: Typical Containment Volume and Design Pressure for U.S. Nuclear Plants
As a general rule, low volumes make it more likely that design basis pressures will be exceeded in a
severe accident.

Source: NUREG/CR-6906/SAND2006-2274P, July 2006

if hydrogen concentrations increase to dangerous levels. Of
course, to soundly make such decisions, operators would
need to ascertain local hydrogen concentrations throughout
the containment, which would be especially difficult in the
course of a fast-moving and/or chaotic accident scenario.
Among the PWRs in the United States that still have
hydrogen recombiners installed, only one has PARs (Indian
Point Unit 2); the others have thermal recombiners—
typically two units in each containment. In Europe, some
PWRs have from 30 to 60 PARs installed and distributed in
their containments to help mitigate hydrogen in the event
of a severe accident.136 This is puzzling, given that such
recombiners would be prone to behaving like igniters—
malfunctioning by incurring ignitions—in elevated hydrogen
concentrations.137
After intensive deliberation, European regulators decided
not to require igniters in PWRs (those without ice condenser
containments) because “[u]ncertainties were identified with
respect to, among other aspects, hydrogen distribution and
combustion behavior.”138 In line with the reasoning behind
this decision, it seems that European regulators should
also be hesitant about allowing PWRs to operate with PARs
installed in their containments, because unintended ignitions
from such recombiners would be neither predictable nor
preventable in a severe accident.
Another problem with hydrogen recombiners is that in a
severe accident, cesium iodide particles transported through
them could be converted into volatile iodine, producing an
additional source term of radiation exposure.139

PWRs with Ice Condenser Containments and
BWR Mark III Containments
The NRC requires that PWRs with ice condenser
containments and BWR Mark IIIs operate with hydrogen
igniters installed in their containments in order to mitigate
the hydrogen that would be generated in the event of a severe
accident.140 However, hydrogen igniters should be used only
in cases where the effects of their use are entirely predictable,
and predictions must indicate that the containment would
not be threatened by any potential deflagrations arising from
the deliberate ignition of hydrogen.141
Safety experts have questioned the safety of using igniters
to mitigate hydrogen at certain times in some severe accident
scenarios. For example, an OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
report published in August 2000 states, “The main question in
the application of the igniter concept is its safety orientation.
The use of igniters should reduce the overall risk to the
containment and should not create new additional hazards
such as a local detonation.”142
Another paper, published in 2006, states that “[w]ith early
ignition, the hydrogen will be eliminated by slow combustion
without high thermal and temperature loads, but with
late ignition, hydrogen detonation transition will quickly
occur with high local thermal and pressure loads which will
threaten the integrity of the containment.”143
A 1990 NRC letter to plant owners cautions that hydrogen
igniters would be prevented from operating in station
blackouts at PWRs with ice condenser containments and
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Figure 15: Prestressed concrete containment vessel
(PCCV) at the Ohi Unit 3 reactor in Japan
A 1:4 scale model of a prestressed concrete containment
vessel (PCCV) at the Ohi Unit 3 reactor in Japan, undergoes a
massive rupture in a 2001 Sandia Laboratory test at 3.63 times
its design pressure (Pd), or 206.4 psig. The pressurized model
had experienced leak rates in earlier tests, indicating functional
failure at 2.4 times Pd.

Source: NNUREG/CR-6906/SAND2006-2274P, July 2006

BWR Mark IIIs. If hydrogen were not burned off, it could
reach detonable concentrations; if power were then restored,
the igniters could cause a hydrogen detonation.144
BWR Mark I and BWR Mark II Containments
Hydrogen generation is a serious problem for the smallvolume, inerted BWR Mark I primary containment, because
hydrogen is non-condensable at the temperatures expected
in a nuclear power plant.145 In a BWR severe accident,
hundreds of kilograms of non-condensable hydrogen gas
would be generated (potentially exceeding 3,000 kg146) at
rates as high as 5,000 to 10,000 grams per second if there were
a re-flooding of an overheated reactor core.147 This would
increase the internal pressure of the primary containment.
If enough hydrogen were generated, the containment would
likely first leak excessively before failing catastrophically from
overpressurization.
A BWR Mark I primary containment is made up of a
drywell shaped like an inverted lightbulb, which contains the
reactor vessel, and a steel wetwell (also called a torus) shaped
like a doughnut, which surrounds the base of the drywell.
The drywell and wetwell are connected by large pipes. The
wetwell is half filled with water (typically about 790,000
gallons148)—and is sometimes referred to as a suppression
pool. A BWR Mark II primary containment also has a drywell
and wetwell (concrete), but these are shaped and oriented
from their BWR Mark I counterparts.

In a severe accident, water already present or pumped
into the reactor core to cool the fuel rods would heat up
and produce thousands of kilograms of steam, which would
enter the drywell of the primary containment. The water in
the wetwell’s suppression pool is intended to condense the
steam and help absorb the heat released by the accident to
reduce the pressure in the primary containment; as the steam
pressure builds up in the drywell, steam vents downward
into the wetwell through pipes, which terminate underwater
in the suppression pool. (Without the condensation of the
steam in the suppression pool, the relatively small primary
containments of BWR Mark Is and Mark II units (often
termed pressure suppression containments) would quickly
fail from overpressurization.
However, the generation of sufficiently large quantities of
non-condensable hydrogen gas in a severe accident could
overwhelm the capacity of the primary containment. For
example, there could be a severe accident scenario at a BWR
Mark I in which there is a rapid accumulation of steam in the
drywell and non-condensable gas (nitrogen149 and hydrogen)
in the wetwell; in such a scenario, the primary containment’s
pressure could rapidly increase “up to the venting and failure
levels.”150
Early BWRs Perform Poorly in Containment Leak-Rate
Tests, Even When Liberal Test Protocols Allow Pretest
Repairs to Supposedly “As Found” Condition of Seals and
Valves
BWR Mark I and Mark II primary containments are designed
to limit—not prevent—hydrogen leakage in accidents. In
overall leak rate tests151—conducted below design pressure—
such containments leak hundreds of pounds of air per day.
For example, in 1999, tests conducted at Nine Mile Point
Unit 1, a BWR Mark I, and Limerick Unit 2, a BWR Mark II,
found that overall leakage rates at both units were in excess of
350 pounds of air per day,152, 153 which is actually less than the
maximum allowed leak rates.
This means that in a severe accident even if there were
no damage to a primary containment, hydrogen would
leak into the secondary containment (the reactor building);
leak rates would increase as the internal pressure increased
and would become even greater if the seals at the various
piping and cable penetrations were damaged. (Typical BWR
containments have 175 penetrations, almost twice as many
as typical PWR containments.)154
Regarding reactor containments and hydrogen leakage, a
2011 IAEA report states:
	[N]o containment is fully leak tight, [hydrogen] will leak
to the surrounding areas, which often have the function
of secondary containment. … Hence, there is a certain
risk that combustion may occur outside the primary
containment. This may lead to combustion loads exerted
on the containment from outside. Usually, containments
have considerable margin against loads from inside, as
they are in principle designed to carry the pressure loads
from a large break LOCA. The pressure bearing capability
for loads from outside can be substantially less…”155
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In an accident, a mixture of hydrogen, nitrogen, and
steam would leak from a BWR primary containment; as
internal pressures increased and the accident progressed,
the concentration of hydrogen in the leaking mixture
would increase. If there were no damage to the primary
containment, the quantity of hydrogen that leaked (by
weight) would be relatively small, because hydrogen is about
14 times less dense than air.156 However, a BWR secondary
containment—which has a design pressure of approximately
3.0 psig157—could be breached if, for example, between 20
to 40 pounds of hydrogen were to leak into it, accumulate
locally, and explode.
In a severe accident, it is highly probable that the seals
at the penetrations of BWR Mark I and Mark II primary
containments would become degraded (of course, some
penetration-seals could already be degraded by material
aging before the accident occurred.) A 1984 report from
Brookhaven National Laboratory advises that severe
accident risk estimates should consider “[t]he potential for
containment leakage through penetrations prior to reaching”
estimated containment failure pressures. The report
further notes it is highly probable that the leakage of BWR
Mark I and Mark II primary containments would “prevent
overpressurization,” and that “[f]ailure of non-metallic seals
for containment penetrations (primarily equipment hatches,
drywell heads, and purge valves) are the most significant
sources of containment leakage.”158 BWR drywell heads,
which have diameters between 30 to 40 feet, would most
likely incur the highest leak rates in the containment as
internal pressures increased.159
Containments have had leaks, exceeding allowable leakage
rates, that lasted for many months—“primarily from large
penetrations, such as the purge and vent valves, [main steam
isolation valves, for BWRs only], and valves inadvertently left
open.”160 In fact, BWR Mark I primary containments have
failed a number of overall leak rate tests; for example, Oyster
Creek—the oldest operating commercial reactor in the U.S.,
which is considered to be quite similar to Fukushima Daiichi
Unit 1—has failed at least five tests.161
In one test, Oyster Creek’s primary containment leaked at
a rate that was 18 times greater than its design leak rate;162
if this test was conducted at 35 psig, the same pressure as
subsequent Oyster Creek tests,163 which seems likely, the
primary containment leaked at a rate in excess of 6800
pounds of air per day.164 Such results beg the question: what
were the pre-accident leak rates—below design pressure—of
the three primary containments that leaked hydrogen at
Fukushima Daiichi?
Since the Fukushima Daiichi accident, the problem of
hydrogen leakage from primary containments has not been
adequately addressed. (Mark II primary containments would
also incur hydrogen leaks in severe accidents.) In fact, the
NRC is currently preparing to reduce the frequency of both
local and overall leak rate testing from once every five and
once every 10 years, respectively, to once every 75 months
and 15 years, respectively.

Remarkably, the current 10-year requirement already
represents a loosening of the original leak-test intervals,
which stood at 2.0 to 3.3 years prior to 1995, depending
on the particular nature of the test.165 In its safety analyses
to assess extending the test intervals, the NRC has simply
overlooked the fact that BWR Mark I and Mark II primary
containments are vulnerable to hydrogen leakage. Moreover,
as reactors approach and exceed their originally-licensed
lifetimes of 40 years, one might intuitively conclude that the
need for containment leak rate testing is actually increasing,
not diminishing, in order to gauge the impact of aging
penetration seals and isolation valves on containment
integrity under a range of accident scenarios, including
severe accidents.
Local leak rate tests of containment penetrations
are supposed to be conducted as “as-found tests,”
meaning that the penetrations are not supposed to be
repaired immediately before testing; however, NUREG/
CR‑4220 reports that all of the “NRC Senior Inspectors for
containment systems [who] were contacted and asked to
relate their experience with containment isolation system
performance.”166 They stated that:
	[R]eported leakage rates often do not represent true
leakage rates. Utilities are generally allowed to perform
some minor repair on a valve prior to recording its “asfound” condition for a leakage test. Similarly, major repair
(such as completely rebuilding a valve) is permitted prior
to recording a valve’s “as-left” condition at the end of its
leakage test.167
Hence, around 1985 when NUREG/CR‑4220 was
published, it was a common practice for utilities to make
minor repairs on valves immediately before recording
their “as-found” leak rates. The local leak rate tests that are
intended to measure leakage rates at containment isolation
valves are termed “Type C tests.” In September 1995, the
NRC extended Type C test intervals from two years to five
years. Interestingly, the failure rates of Type C “as-found” tests
have decreased by about one order of magnitude since the
test intervals for such tests were increased in 1995.168 Such
significant improvements beg the question: since 1995, to
what degree have valves been repaired immediately before
recording their “as-found” leak rates?
NUREG/CR‑4220 states that one of the NRC Senior
Inspectors “indicated that Types B and C tests [local leak rate
tests] are performed before Type A [overall leak rate test],
enabling repairs to be made sothat the Type A test can be
passed easily.”169
In a March 2013 ACRS meeting, an ACRS member similarly
observed that “[i]f they did all their preparations perfectly,
they would never fail.”170 It is clear that overall leak rate tests
and local leak rate tests would provide a far more accurate
assessment of pre-existing containment leak rates if repairs
were not allowed to be made immediately before testing.
A report from the Electric Power Research Institute’s
(EPRI), “Risk Impact Assessment of Extended Integrated
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Table 6: Historical Reactor Containment Integrated Leak Rate Test (ILRT) Failures
Even with Test Protocol Allowing Pre-Test Repairs (circa 1985)

Source: P.J. Pelto et al., Reliability Analysis of Containment Isolation Systems, Pacific Northwest
Laboratory, NUREG/CR 4220, June 1985, available at: NRC’s ADAMS Documents, Accession Number:
ML103050471

Leak Rate Testing Intervals,”171 has been used by the NRC to
help justify the extension of testing intervals.172 However, this
report overlooked the fact that in severe accidents, BWR Mark
I and Mark II primary containments leak explosive hydrogen
gas into secondary containments. A second major problem
with EPRI’s report is that its list of overall leak rate test failures
does not include the majority of test failures reported in
NUREG/CR‑4220. NUREG/CR‑4220 lists a total of 60 overall
(integrated) leak rate tests that failed before March 1985;173
in fact, NUREG/CR‑4220 also reports that when considering
the results of local leak rate tests that failed with excessive
leakage rates, the number of overall leak rate tests that failed
is a total of 109.174
By contrast, EPRI’s report lists a total of nine “containment
leakage or degradation events” that occurred before March
1985.175 Regarding its methodology for assessing the risk
impact of extended test intervals, EPRI’s report states
“The first step is to obtain current containment leak rate
testing performance information. … This information
is used to develop the probability of a pre-existing leak in
the containment using the Jeffreys Non-Informative Prior
statistical method” [emphasis added].176 Clearly, the NRC
needs to review a large portion of the existing data that EPRI
overlooked and reassess the risk impact of extended test
intervals.

In a severe accident, any primary containment in a
condition that would cause it to fail a leak-rate test would
leak dangerous quantities of explosive hydrogen gas into a
reactor building, even at below design pressure; however, the
NRC does not seem concerned about excessive leakage rates.
A 1995 NRC report177 “concluded that…increasing allowable
leakage rates by 10 to 100 times results in a marginal risk
increase, while reducing costs by about 10 percent”178
[emphasis added]. And a 1989/1990 NRC report179 concluded
that even if there is a containment leakage of 100 percent per
day, “the calculated individual latent cancer fatality risk is
below the NRC’s safety goal.”180 Clearly, this safety goal would
not be achieved if leaking hydrogen were to detonate in
secondary containments, as it did at Fukushima Daiichi.
In March 2013, the NRC stated that “[s]ensitivity
analyses in NUREG-1493 and other studies show that light
water reactor accident risk is relatively insensitive to the
containment leakage rate because the risk is dominated
by accident sequences that result in failure or bypass of
containment”181 [emphasis added]. The progression of the
Fukushima Daiichi accident was certainly affected by the
leakage of hydrogen gas. In fact, it is possible that Unit 3’s
primary containment did not fail before hydrogen leaked
into the Unit 3 secondary containment and detonated.
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The internal pressure of Unit 3’s primary containment
actually increased after the hydrogen explosion occurred.
The explosion occurred on March 14 at 11:01 am, then
at 12:00 pm the primary containment’s pressure started
increasing from 52.2 psia to 53.7 psia, at 4:40 pm the pressure
started decreasing from 69.6 psia, and at 8:30 pm the pressure
started increasing from 52.2 psia.182 In the Fukushima Daiichi
accident, the BWR Mark I primary containments of Units 1,
2, and 3 incurred internal pressures that exceeded the loads
they were designed to sustain. According to an INPO report
published in November 2011, the highest recorded internal
pressures in the primary containments of Units 1, 2, and 3
were approximately 1.7, 1.7, and 1.4 times greater than their
design pressures, respectively.183 (In the accident, hydrogen
leaked from the primary containments—according to INPO:
“most probably” at the penetrations184—of Units 1, 2, and 3
and detonated in the secondary containments of Units 1, 3,
and 4.) The NRC has stated that in the circumstances of the
Fukushima Daiichi accident, it is reasonable to conclude that
BWR Mark IIs would also incur devastating consequences,
“because Mark II containment designs are only slightly larger
in volume than Mark I containment designs185 and also use
wetwell pressure suppression.”186
Reliable Hardened Vents
In an attempt to resolve the problems of BWR Mark I and
Mark II primary containment overpressurization and decay
heat removal, in March 2012, the NRC ordered that reliable
hardened vents be installed in BWR Mark Is and Mark IIs by
December 31, 2016.187 (As stated above, in September 1989,
the NRC had tried to solve the same problems by issuing
non-legally binding guidance to all the owners of BWR Mark
Is, recommending188 that hardened vents be installed in Mark
Is.189) The NRC’s order stipulates a number of performance
objectives and features that a new design of a hardened vent
must have; for example, “shall include a means to prevent
inadvertent actuation.”190
It could be difficult to design a hardened vent that
would perform well in scenarios in which there were rapid
containment-pressure increases. A 1988 report by the
Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations report states
that “[f ]iltered venting is less feasible for those sequences
resulting in early over-temperature or overpressure
conditions. This is because the relatively early rapid increase
in containment pressure requires large containment
penetrations for successful venting.”191 This indicates that a
reliable hardened vent’s piping will likely need a diameter
and thickness greater than what has been voluntarily
installed at BWR Mark I containments in the United States.192
If a hardened vent were designed for passive operation by
means of a rupture disk, in place of a remotely or manually
actuated valve, venting would occur if a predetermined
threshold pressure were reached. A reliable passive venting
capability could be beneficial in severe accident scenarios
that have rapid containment pressure increases. However,
a 1983 Sandia National Laboratories manual cautions that
“it may be difficult to design vents that can handle the rapid
transients involved” in a severe accident.193

It is important to consider that in the Fukushima Daiichi
accident, the particular design of the installed vents may
have caused the accident to be worse than it would have been
without their use: The INPO report of November 2011 states
that “it is postulated that the hydrogen explosion in the Unit
4 reactor building was caused by hydrogen from Unit 3.”194
Unit 3 and Unit 4’s containment vent exhaust piping was
interconnected, so hydrogen may have been vented from
Unit 3 to Unit 4’s secondary containment,195 where it
detonated.
In severe accidents, spent fuel pools are vulnerable to the
hydrogen explosions that can occur in BWR Mark I and Mark
II secondary containments. Spent fuel pools, which store fuel
assemblies after they are discharged from the reactor core,
are located in the secondary containment of these designs,
elevated about 70 to 80 feet above ground level. If a spent fuel
pool were compromised by a hydrogen explosion, it could
cause large radiological releases.
Some thought initially that the explosion that occurred in
Fukushima Daiichi Unit 4 at 6:00 am on March 15, 2011—3.63
days after the March 11, 2011 earthquake—could have been
caused by the detonation of hydrogen gas generated by the
reaction of steam with the zirconium cladding of fuel rods
stored in the spent fuel pool. Subsequent investigations
indicated that this was not the case.
However, according to a 2012 ORNL paper, the hydrogen
that detonated could have come from the Unit 4 pool’s fuel
assemblies reacting with steam: If there were a loss of spent
fuel pool cooling, the water in the pool would be heated by
the fuel rods’ decay heat until it reached the boiling point;
then the water would boil away, uncovering the fuel rods.
ORNL computer analyses found that in this scenario, a
total of 1,800 kg to 2,050 kg of hydrogen could have been
generated. The analyses also found that 150 kg of hydrogen—
an amount that could have caused the Unit 4 explosion—
would have been generated 3.63 days after the accident
commenced if the initial water level in the pool were 4.02
meters (at the top of the active length of the fuel rods).196
The NRC does not require that hydrogen be mitigated in
the secondary containments of BWR Mark I and Mark II sites
in severe accidents. This is a problem, because hydrogen
could leak into secondary containments and explode, as
occurred in the Fukushima Daiichi accident. The Fukushima
Daiichi accident demonstrated that BWR Mark I secondary
containments—essentially ordinary industrial buildings
with design pressures of approximately 3.0 psig197—cannot
withstand hydrogen explosions. (BWR Mark II secondary
containments also have low design pressures.) In line with
the NRC’s approach to safety through defense-in-depth,198
the Fukushima Daiichi accident scenario of hydrogen
leaking from overpressurized primary containments and/
or hardened vent systems should be considered as likely to
occur again, in the event of a severe accident at either a BWR
Mark I or BWR Mark II.
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C. Monitoring Core Degradation
and Hydrogen Generation in Severe
Accidents
In a severe accident, plant operators would need equipment
that effectively monitored evolving conditions; information,
such as temperatures in the reactor core and hydrogen
concentrations in the containment, would help them manage
an accident and implement hydrogen mitigation. Without
accurate and prompt core and containment diagnostics,
plant operators would not be able to properly manage
an accident. Unfortunately, some of the current methods
of monitoring core and containment diagnostics are
inadequate.
Monitoring Core Degradation
In a severe accident involving a PWR, the primary tool used
to detect inadequate core cooling and uncovering of the
core would be coolant temperature measurements taken
with core-exit thermocouples (temperature measuring
devices) at a point above the active length of the fuel rods.
In many cases, a predetermined core-exit thermocouple
measurement would be used to signal the time for PWR
operators to transition from emergency operating procedures
(EOP) to severe accident management guidelines (SAMG).
The NRC’s Near-Term Task Force report states that “EOPs
typically cover accidents to the point of loss of core cooling
and initiation of inadequate core cooling (e.g., core exit
temperatures in PWRs greater than 649 degrees Celsius [1,200
degrees Fahrenheit]).”199
Experimental data indicates that core-exit thermocouple
measurements would not be an adequate indicator for
when to safely transition from EOPs to SAMGs.200 Two of the
main conclusions from experiments are: 1) that core-exit
temperature measurements display in all cases a significant
delay (up to several hundred seconds) and: 2) that core-exit
temperature measurements are always significantly lower (up
to several hundred degrees Celsius) than the actual maximum
cladding temperature.201 In an experiment simulating a severe
accident—LOFT LP‑FP‑2—core-exit temperatures were
measured at approximately 800°F when in-core fuel-cladding
temeratures exceeded 3300°F.202
In a severe accident, plant operators are supposed to
implement SAMGs before the onset of the rapid zirconiumsteam reaction, which leads to thermal runaway in
the reactor core. Clearly, using core-exit thermocouple
measurements in order to detect inadequate core cooling
or uncovering of the core would be neither reliable nor
safe. For example, PWR operators could end up re-flooding
an overheated core simply because they did not know the
actual condition of the core. Unintentionally re-flooding an
overheated core could generate hydrogen, at rates as high as
effectiveness.”203
Core-exit thermocouples are not installed in BWRs. In a
severe accident involving this type of reactor, plant operators
are supposed to detect inadequate core cooling or uncovering
of the core by measuring the water level in the reactor core.
However, after the onset of core damage BWR reactor water
level measurements are unreliable; and can read erroneously

high in low-pressure accidents, like large-break LOCAs, and
when there are high drywell temperatures.204
In the Fukushima Daiichi accident, plant operators did not
know the actual condition of the reactor cores of Units 1, 2,
and 3. In a December 2011 article, Saloman Levy—a former
GE engineer-manager for BWRs205—stated his judgment
that in the Fukushima Daiichi accident, plant operators
should have recognized that water level measurements were
unreliable and that reactor and containment pressures as
well as the wetwell water temperature would be superior
indicators of the state of the core. According to Levy, “The
reactor and the containment pressures will rise faster when
hydrogen is produced. Increased reactor and containment
pressure rates and wetwell [water] temperature rises confirm
accelerated core melt.”206 Yet what Levy recommends is not
a solution to the problem of identifying the correct time
to transition to SAMGs in a BWR severe accident, because
the rapid zirconium-steam reaction would have already
commenced by the time operators confirmed an accelerated
core melt.

Monitoring for the Presence of
Oxygen and Hydrogen
The NRC requires that BWR Mark I and Mark II units
operate with oxygen monitors installed in their primary
containments in order to confirm that the containment
remains inerted during operation. In a severe accident, if a
primary containment were to become de-inerted, “severe
accident management strategies, such as purging and
venting, would need to be considered.”207
The NRC also requires that all licensed plants operate
with the ability to monitor hydrogen concentrations in
their containments. However, in 2003, the NRC reclassified
hydrogen monitors (and oxygen monitors) as “non-safetyrelated” equipment,208, 209 meaning that this equipment does
not have to undergo full qualification (including seismic
qualification), does not have redundancy, and does not
require onsite (standby) power.
In severe accidents, hydrogen monitors would be used
to help assess the degree of core damage that had occurred
and to help with accident management. For example, BWR
Mark IIIs use hydrogen monitors to help guide emergency
operating procedures: Hydrogen igniters would not be used
In scenarios in which hydrogen reached concentrations that
would threaten containment integrity if the hydrogen were to
combust.
BWR Mark I and Mark IIs operate with hydrogen monitors
installed in their inerted primary containments yet do
not have such monitors in their secondary containments.
David Lochbaum of the Union of Concerned Scientists
has cautioned that “[t]he inability to monitor hydrogen
concentrations could cause [plant] operators to not vent
[BWR Mark I and Mark II] reactor buildings, thus leading
to ignitions resulting in loss of secondary containment
integrity.” He states further that without the ability to monitor
hydrogen, operators could “preemptively vent the reactor
buildings when it was not necessary to do so,” which would
also cause radioactive releases.210
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In 1983, the NRC issued an order requiring that in a severe
accident, hydrogen monitors function within 30 minutes
after coolant water is injected into the reactor vessel; in 1998,
the NRC “determined that the 30-minute requirement can be
overly burdensome” and imposed a 90-minute requirement,
instead.211 The NRC seems to believe that all severe accidents
would be slow-moving station-blackout accidents—a
complete loss of grid-supplied and backup onsite alternating
current power—like the Fukushima Daiichi accident; it does
not consider that fast-moving accidents are also possible.

Despite Fukushima Daiichi’s three devastating hydrogen
explosions, the NRC has relegated severe-accident hydrogen
safety issues to the least proactive stage of its post-Fukushima
regulatory responses to the accident (termed “Tier 3”). NRDC
believes that the NRC should reconsider its approach and
promptly address severe accident safety issues involving
hydrogen. In this section we outline a number of safety
initiatives that the NRC should pursue to reduce the risk of
hydrogen explosions in severe accidents.

Figure 16: Cutaway View of PWR Pressure Vessel and Core of Korean Standard Nuclear
Power Plant Plus (KSNP +)

Deployed at Shin-Kori 1 and 2;
Shin-Wolsong 1 and 2, South Korea.
Two-Loop PWR design based on U.S.
Combustion Engineering System 80 +.
To control the reactor, dozens of
control rod extensions (2) must
penetrate the vessel closure head (3)
via nozzles (1) so that control rods can
be withdrawn or inserted to control
the fission reaction in nuclear fuel
assemblies (8).
Highly pressurized water in the
primary cooling loop enters the
reactor vessel at (7) and exits at
(5), the site of coolant temperature
measurements that are supposed to
guide operator actions in an accident.

Source: econtent.unm.edu/cdm/search/collection/nuceng
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Figure 17: GE Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Model 6 Reactor Vessel
Note that control rod blades on the bottom must be hydraulically driven upward into the core, rather than dropping from above as
they do in a PWR.

Source: USNR Technical Training Center Reactor Concepts Manual: Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Systems,
www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/basic-ref/teachers/03.pdf
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Figure 18

Source: Reactor Concepts Manual, Boiling Water Reactor Systems, USNRC, Technical Training Center, www.
nrc.gov/reading-rm/basic-ref/teachers/03.pdf
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V. NRDC’s Recommendations for Reducing the Risk of
Hydrogen Explosions in Severe Nuclear Accidents
A. Develop and Experimentally
Validate Computer Safety
Models that Would Be Capable of
Conservatively Predicting Rates
of Hydrogen Generation in Severe
Accidents
The NRC needs to acknowledge that its existing computer
safety models underpredict the rates of hydrogen generation
that occur in severe accidents. The NRC should conduct a
series of experiments with multi-rod bundles of zirconium
alloy fuel rod simulators and/or (actual) fuel rods as well as
study the full set of existing experimental data. The NRC’s
objective in this effort should be to develop models capable
of predicting with greater accuracy the rates of hydrogen
generation that occur in severe accidents.

B. Assess the Safety of Existing
Hydrogen Recombiners, and
Potentially Discontinue the Use of
PARs Until Technical Improvements
Are Developed and Certified
Experimentation and research should be conducted in order
to improve the performance of PARs so that they would not
malfunction and incur ignitions in the elevated hydrogen
concentrations that occur in severe accidents. Some
experimentation and research has already been conducted;
however, the problem of PARs incurring ignitions in elevated
hydrogen concentrations remains unresolved.
The NRC and European regulators should also perform
safety analyses to determine if existing PARs should be
removed from plant containments. It is possible such
analyses would find that removing PARs would help improve
safety in the event of a severe accident. Until PARs are
developed that do not pose a risk of ignitions in elevated
hydrogen concentrations, the NRC and European regulators
should also review whether to replace PARs with electrically
powered thermal hydrogen recombiners. However, this could
prove costly, and thermal hydrogen recombiners would not
function in a station-blackout accident unless provided with
their own independent train of emergency power.
In a severe accident, plant operators would be able to
turn off thermal recombiners in order to prevent them
from operating in elevated hydrogen concentrations.
However, to safely operate thermal recombiners, operators
would be required to have instrumentation providing
timely information on the local hydrogen concentrations
throughout the containment.

C. Significantly Improve Existing
Oxygen and Hydrogen Monitoring
Instrumentation
The NRC should reclassify oxygen and hydrogen monitors
as safety-related equipment that has undergone full
qualification (including seismic qualification), has
redundancy, and has its own independent train of emergency
electrical power. These recommendations are in accordance
with the conclusions of the NRC’s Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), which stated that “[t]he
experience at Fukushima showed that essential reactor and
containment instrumentation should be enhanced to better
withstand beyond-design basis accident conditions” and
that “[r]obust and diverse instrumentation that can better
withstand severe accident conditions is needed to diagnose,
select, and implement accident mitigation strategies and
monitor their effectiveness.”212
The NRC should require that, after the onset of a severe
accident, hydrogen monitors be functional within a
time frame that enables timely detection of quantities of
hydrogen indicative of core damage and a potential threat
to containment integrity. The current requirement that
hydrogen monitors be functional within 90 minutes of the
injection of coolant water into the reactor vessel is clearly
inadequate for protecting public and plant worker safety.
NRDC supports the Union of Concerned Scientists’ request
to the NRC regarding hydrogen-monitoring instrumentation.
The NRC should require that hydrogen monitoring
instrumentation be installed in 1) BWR Mark I and Mark II
secondary containments, 2) the fuel handling buildings of
PWRs and BWR Mark IIIs, and 3) any other plant structure
where it would be possible for hydrogen to enter.

D. Upgrade Current Core Diagnostic
Capabilities in Order to Better Signal
to Plant Operators the Correct
Time to Transition from Emergency
Operating Procedures to Severe
Accident Management Guidelines
The NRC should require plants to operate with
thermocouples placed at different elevations and radial
positions throughout the reactor core to enable plant
operators to accurately measure a wide range of temperatures
inside the core under both typical and accident conditions.
In the event of a severe accident, in-core thermocouples
would provide plant operators with crucial information to
help them track the progression of core damage and manage
the accident—for example, indicating the correct time to
transition from EOPs to SAMGs.
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E. Require All Nuclear Power Plants
to Control the Total Quantity of
Hydrogen that Could Be Generated in
a Severe Accident
The NRC should require all PWRs (with large dry
containments, subatmospheric containments, and ice
condenser containments) and BWR Mark IIIs to operate with
systems for combustible gas control that would effectively
and safely control the total quantity of hydrogen that
could potentially be generated in different severe accident
scenarios (this value is different for PWRs and BWRs). The
NRC should also require the same for BWR Mark I and Mark
II unless it is demonstrated that venting (without causing
significant radiological releases) their inerted containments
would effectively and safely control the hydrogen generated
in severe accidents. Systems for combustible gas control
also need to effectively and safely control the total quantity
of hydrogen that could potentially be generated at all times
throughout different severe accident scenarios, taking into
account the potential rates of hydrogen generation.
Additionally, the NRC should require all PWRs and BWR
IIIs to operate with systems for combustible gas control
that would be capable of preventing local concentrations
of hydrogen in the containment or other structures
from reaching levels that would support combustions,
deflagrations, or detonations that could cause a loss of
containment integrity and/or necessary accident mitigating
features.
Furthermore, the NRC should require licensees of PWRs
with ice condenser containments and BWR Mark IIIs (and
any other nuclear power plants that would operate with
hydrogen igniter systems) to perform analyses demonstrating
that their hydrogen igniter systems would effectively
and safely mitigate hydrogen in different severe accident
scenarios. Licensees unable to do so should be ordered to
upgrade their systems to adequate levels of performance.

F. Require that Data from Leak Rate
Tests Be Used to Help Predict the
Hydrogen Leak Rates of the Primary
Containment of Each BWR Mark I
and Mark II Licensed by the NRC in
Different Severe Accident Scenarios
The NRC should require that data from overall leak rate tests
and local leak rate tests—already required by Appendix J
to Part 50 for determining how much radiation would be
released from the containment in a design basis accident—
be used to help predict hydrogen leak rates from the primary
containment of each BWR Mark I and Mark II licensed by
the NRC under different severe accident scenarios. If data
from an individual leak rate test indicates that dangerous
quantities of explosive hydrogen gas would leak from a
primary containment in a severe accident, the plant owner
would be required to repair the containment.
NRDC also recommends that the NRC require that overall
leak rate tests and local leak rate tests be conducted without
allowing repairs to be made immediately before the testing of
potential leakage paths, such as containment welds, valves,
fittings, and components which penetrate containment.213
Additionally, NRDC recommends that the NRC reevaluate
its plan to extend the intervals of overall and local leak rate
tests to once every 15 years and 75 months, respectively.214
(There are two types of local leak rate tests; Type B is
required at least once every 10 years.) The NRC needs to
conduct safety analyses that take into account the relatively
greater vulnerability of BWR Mark I and Mark II primary
containments to hydrogen leakage. It is probable that the
intervals between leak rate tests would need to be shortened
rather than extended.
The NRC also needs to consider that in the past it was a
common practice to make repairs to valves immediately
before conducting “as found” local leak rate tests. Clearly,
such tests do not provide accurate assessments of preexisting
containment leak rates. The NRC needs to investigate
whether repairs have been recently made immediately before
conducting “as found” tests. More important, the NRC needs
to fully integrate into its regulatory role the fact that in the
Fukushima Daiichi accident, hydrogen leaked from the
primary containments of Units 1, 2, and 3 and detonated
in the secondary containments of Units 1, 3, and 4, causing
large radiological releases.
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